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Open house survey reveals Senate.
Interdorm members dissatisfied
Ky IiK W HOI I
City Editor

Approximately 85 percent of the
members of Men's and Women's In-"
terdorms and Student Senate who
responded to a recent survey have
indicated their dissatisfaction with
current University open house policy.
Wayne Bartley. Men's Interdorm
president, told the group during their
meeting Tuesday
Bartley said that of those responding,
it was found that 92 percent want increased hours, while 85 percent are in
favor of open house to include at least 25
hours per week
M.ill of those responding said that
they were willing to pay additional
dormitory rental rates to finance extraopen house hours, while 84 percent
opted for weekday open house to last
from « p m ■ 12 pm Seventy-seven
percent of the replys indicated a
preference for open house hours on
weekends to be from 3 p.m. to midnight
Only those Student Senate
members living on campus were
allowed to return the survey All
member* "f both Interdorm groups are
campus residents.
Bartley. who also serves as a
member of the Open House Committee
of the Council on Student Affairs, told
the Interdorm members that the
committee is considering three open
house plans

r
One on one
Jay Wilson i left I and Tom Wens, both freshmen buttons majors from Corbln.
engage in a head-to-head battle of football not long ago in Commonwealth Hall
(photo h> Brian PotU)

The first plan would call for either the
director of a hall or the graduate
assistant to be on duty, along with one
resident assistant and a desk worker
lor each open house night
An additional KA might be used for
supervision also. Bartley said. By using
only those personnel, the total hours
which would be required for open house
supervision would be decreased

Weekday open houses on Tuesday
and Thursday nights, is the second plan
being studied, with those nights chosen
as they do not interfere with the talent
showcase which occurs each Wednesday night
The third option, which was supported by Men's Interdorm members,
calls for open house periods, on
weeknights, to be arranged so that
men's and women's dormitories have
open house on different nights.
One typical week would have the
men's halls holding open house on
Mondays and Wednesdays while the
women's halls would hold open house on
Tuesdays and Thursdays
Such
Monday-Wednesday
and
Tuesday-Thursday schedules could be
alternated each semester, but with two
open houses being held two times each
week in both men's and women's
"kirmitories
While the number of hours of
residence hall staffs would still be the
same under the proposals, by using the

Periscope
Jack Frost of the Public Information
Off iea writae an opan lattar to the
supervisor of OVC officials concerning,
a call, or non-call, in tha Murray game.
I hi* comments oa paesS.
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Second largest campus planetarium
to be in full operation next fall
ByJANETJACOBS
News Editor
"Wr are limited only to our
imagination and what we can do with
il." Hi Jack Fletcher
V
The second largest planetarium on
any university or college campus is
located at the University, but the instrument is not yet ready for operation
according to Dr. Jack Fletcher,
director of the planetarium
The instrument arrived in August.
1979 and the staff moved into the
facilities
in
early
December.
Technicians are still working on the
equipment, which Fletcher is confident
will definitely be up and operating by
next fall
"Anytime you install something this
complicated, alot of bugs must be
worked out." explained the director.
"It just takes some time."
The Amim D Hummel Planetarium
is only six inches shy of the one at the
University of North Carolina, which is
the largest on any campus. It is
the tenth largest out of over 900

planetariums in the United States
The instrument itself, which is
technically called the planetarium. <not
the building which it is housed in), is in
a circular room with a diameter of 20.5
meters. The ceiling is a perfect halfsphere and the dome is tilted on a 27 and
one-half degree angle 179 seats rise up
underneath
The equipment is underneath the
exact center of the ceiling.
Its
bilities include reproduction of
10,162 star images, the sun. moon and
the five naked-eye planets.
In the back half of the room there are
29 projection ports for special effects.
These are hidden so people don't
become more involved in how the
images are getting on the dome rather
than the actual presentation itself
Armed with the knowledge of what
their subject looks like, whether it be a
comet, astroid or a meteor shower, the
staff will design a model using optics,
mechanics, electronics and artwork.
These images are projected onto the
dome when programmed to do so.
The planetarium staff is com-

prised of an artist. Jim Hervat who has
had several paintings published in
astronomic journals, astronomer writer David Duszynski. Technical
Specialist Fred Karr, a University
graduate, and Mark Peterson, audio
technician.
The University planetarium is the
third computer controlled planetarium
in the world In a regular planetarium,
everything works together, explained
Fletcher. But when computer-operated,
every piece of equipment is an individual and the computer control is
necessary to make it all fit together.
"Most instruments give only the
geocentric I Earth's) view; they can
show any point on earth at any date and
at any time." stated Fletcher "But the
computer-operated instrument can
take you away from Earth, traveling as
far as 100 astronomic units, and you
look back on the Solar System in that
way."
This special ability can add another
dimension to teaching "I think it's a
very functional, useful planetarium."
stated Fletcher "It's probably the best

planetarium for teaching astronomy I
Ihink the philosophy in buying the
planetarium was If we're going to get
one to teach with, we're going to get one
we can really teach with."
Fletcher said he thought the extra
cost was minimal for the extended
abilities of this particular instrument
The planetarium is no longer limited
lo just teaching astronomy He said he
hopes faculty in departments other
than just physics and astronomy will
ase it to supplement their classes
The planetarium is under the division
of public service and special programs
"We've got a facility here that I think
can serve every department on campus," commented Fletcher, "if they
will work with us."
Fletcher explained that once the
instrument is in operation there will be
one class assigned specifically to the
planetarium, as is the current case, and
the rest of the classes will visit the
facilities on a per class basis.
They will then get professors to visit
the facility and receive suggestions on
(Sea PLANETARIUM, page 14)

staffs more effectively, more hours
could be added to open house without
calling for an increase in the actual
number of hours which staffs devote to
open house
Also during the meeting, it was an
nounced that the Restrootn Register
will probably be published monthly if
lunds can he raised for publication
Both Men's and Women's Interdorms
finance the paper, which is now
carrying personal advertisements,
which Bartley said have drawn a good
response from students
Adviser Dan Bertsos said that Skip
Daugherty. director of the Office of
Student Activities and Organizations,
has requested that Men's and Women's
Interdorms investigate the possibility
of distributing a pamplet to incoming
Ireshmcn at summer orientation
An election committee was formed to

choose two or three candidates for
consideration by Men's Interdorm as
officers for next year Each of the
members of the committee are persons
who are not returning to interdorm as
officers next year, Bartley said.
Selected for the committee were
Hartley, John Webster, Paul Barr, Jim
Morrow. Ted Carter and Geoff Erhard.
Bartley will serve as committee
chairman.
The committee will meet next week
to discuss possible candidates for
positions of president, vice president,
secretary
and
treasurer.
The
representatives to interdorm will meet
the candidates Feb 26.
Voting for the positions will be held
March 18 The new officers will assume
their duties on April I, with the retiring
officers acting as advisers for the rest
of the semester

Senate elections

Discrepancy
found in vote tally
By DONNA BUNCH
Organizations Kditor

A controversy concerning the
counting of votes in last Tuesday's
senate election was one of the topics of
discussion at the Student Association
iSA i meeting this week
The controversy arose when candidates Nathan White and Sharon White
tied in the College of Education with 23
voles a piece They were then slated to
participate in a run-off election
lluwever. when the votes, were
recounted at the request of Sharon
White, a discrepancy was noted.
"It appears that one of Nathan
While's votes could have been doublerounted." said Chris Kremer, SA
president
Kremer said that rather than have
Ihe senate review the matter when they
are so actively involved in it, the case
will be sent to the student court for an
objective review
He said he hopes that the student
court will review the whole voting
process so that changes can be made
for the betterment of senate elections
He said Ihe court shall be asked lo
consider the verification process, the
qualifying papers, whether recounts
are permissible after an election has
lieen verified and whether there is
enough control exercised over the
senate elections
The Student Court will meet today
In other senate business. Tim Butler.
SA vice president moved to send a
memo to University President J.C.
Powell. Thomas Lindquist. director of
the Division of Public Safety and Dr

Thomas Myers, vice president of
student affairs concerning the parking
appeals system
Recommendations include replacing
ihe seven-day double due rule with a 50
percent discount if the violator pays
within seven days, replacing the
present system of requiring violators to
pay Iheir fines before they can make an
appeal and suggesting that the Division
of Public Safety send notices to
students concerning their parking
violations at about two weeks before
BW legtaUIWm.
Concerning the latter recom
menriation. Butler said, "We feel this
would help out the administration by
preventing a mad rush and help the
students who are going to pre-register
The motion to send the memo had the
unanimous approval of the senate
Billy Mitchell, a senator from the
College of Social and Political Sciences,
made a motion concerning a constitutional amendment which would
make Ihe duties of Committee on
Committee's more concrete.
Mitchell suggested that all standing
committees be required to report to the
Committee on Committees on their
activities, which would in turn report to
Ihe Executive Branch
He said he was submitting this hill
liecause the present constitution is
vague on the duties of the Committee on
Committees
Because this is a constitutional
amendment, the motion will have to be
tabled for a period of two weeks before
it can he voted on
Before adjourning. 10 new senators
were initiated into office

Cupid
aims to please on Valentine's Day
KvDENISE LARSON
Cm-si Writer

K very body remembers Romeo and
Juliet Their union was one of my
greatest achievements. I really hit the
hulls-eye with those two. It was an ideal
relationship except for their parents'
interference I really get mad when I
Ihink about it.
Cleopatra and Mark Antony were
another classic example of my work
Of course. I wasn't always this
proficient at my job. I remember one of
my first assignments loh. it's even
embarrassing to talk about it now) I
was supposed to hit Menelaus and his
wife Helen with my love-tipped arrows,
but I missed and hit Paris. King of
Troy.
Wow! He hurried over to Sparta
after Helen and brought her back to
Troy with him A war broke out over it
and everything
The Mighty Council of Cupids got
mad at me for such a stupid error and
suspended my bow and arrow license
for the entire length of the war.
Nine years I sat idle not being able to
spread any love; that was rough.
Well. I've been operating since I got
my license back, and boy. am I glad!
I've created a few good romances since
the end of my suspension; nothing

J

really worth bragging about though
What I really wanted to tell all you
people about is a day designated on
Feb 14 called Valentine's Day. This is a
great day for me to show off my stuff
I have a full 24 hours of shooting my
arrows, playing my music, planting
little endearments in unsuspecting
minds and. all in all. giving people a
general loving attitude. This job is the
life!

Valentine's Day. comes at a perfect
lime of the year. People are grumpy
because of the snow, they have cabin
fever, or they just hate the dead atmosphere
that
winter
brings.
Therefore. I help out by spreading a
little warmth and sunshine into
everybody's heart.
Card shop, flower shop and candy
shop owners love me, too, and why
shouldn't they? I increase their sales
approximately 30 percent.
If you care to journey along with me
on a short trip, I'll show you the kind of
effect Valentine's Day has on people.
There is a couple down there on that
bench. They look a little angry. Let's go
listen in Ordinarily. I wouldn't have to
listen in. but to help illustrate my point
I'll do it.
"He doesn't mean anything to me."
"Then why are you always with

him''"
"I'm not He's in my class I told you.
we got out early, so we went lo get
something to eat."
"Don't give me that line I've heard it
before a dozen times "
"No you haven't That's the first time
I've used it."
okay, watch what my magic love
arrows do ZING
ZING!
"Listen Tim. I don't want to fight
anymore It's Valentine's Day and I
want to share it with you. enjoy your
company and not fight over something
petty "
"Yeah, you're right. Cathy: I'm
sorry; we can fight tomorrow."
I hope my spell lasts a little longer
than a day. but at least I have a truce
for now
Oh. the magic of love that fills
people's hearts on Valentine's Day.
Here is one other example of what can
happen today The old secret admirer
routine--! invented this too It's one of
my favorites.
We are now at a girls' dorm on any
one of the hundreds of campuses
around the IIS This kind of thing is
more fun than a soap opera.
"Who are they from?"
"I don't know Oh. this is exciting
l«t's see; the card says, 'Thinking of
YOU on Valentine's Day."
"They are beautiful carnations. So

who sent them to you-1"
"Nobody signed them UGH."
Well. I think you get the picture. I
won't go into any more detail, but here
are a few more examples of what
happened today: Cindy made her sister
a heart-shaped card out of red conduction paper and white crayon;
Karrie called her parents to tell them
she loved them. David sent his folks 12
red and white carnations; and millions
of people sent cards to others telling
Ihem how much they cared about them
and loved them The list goes on and on

Sure, today is something special, but
it's funny, at least to me. that people
have to put aside a day to express love
My job consists of spreading love to
young couples, to parents and children,
io friends and strangers If you didn't
put aside this day. would you express it
anyway or would your thoughts and
feelings lay dormant in your mind?"
1 keep hoping that someday, no one
will need me and everyone will learn to
love everyday, not just on Valentine's
Day
Sure I'd be unemployed but I
wouldn't mind. I've been working for
centuries anyway
Well, thanks for coming along with
me. It's been a fun day. Who knows,
maybe I've even created some new
classic couples I'll see you next year

Frosty the wizard?
An unknown sculptor made the best out of the bad situation of cold and snow by
creating a "snow wizard" in the Ravine this week By yesterday afternoon,
most of the snow and ice had been cleared from sidewalks and parking lots,
i photo by Chris Elsbrrry»
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Editorials
Send candy and flowers
to those holding power
Valentine's Da>--ada> for lovers
and i he remembrance of true
friends.
Bui. I he da> is also reserved for
reflect ions of past, present and
future; of things that Mere, of things
that are and of things that will be.
Candy, flowers and valentines for
those that are so dear to us.
Inflation is at the highest level in
American history, gasoline is selling
at prices well over a dollar a gallon
and still rising, the United States is
without an energy plan, there are
Soviet troops in Cuba, there are
Cuban troops and Russian advisers
in Africa, the American hostages in
Iran are well over the 100 day mark
in captivity, Afghanistan is controlled b> over 100,000 Soviet Union
invasion troops, gold and silver
prices are going berserk and
unemployment is still a problem.
Send a valentine to Uncle Sam;
flowers 10 President Carter, of
course.
The oil companies continue to
reap profit upon profit. Exxon is
now the richest corporation in the
enure world. Its profits from last
year exceeded four billion dollars.
Ohviouslv. some people are benefiting front the energy crisis.

Send candy to the oil companies.
They have a sweet tooth.
War hysteria is sweeping the
nation. The possibility of the
resumption of the draft is better
than the odds of finding oil near (he
Persian Gulf. Uncle Sam might even
want women.
Send a valentine to the Selective
Service, but without a signature.
Don't forget the flowers for the
Pentagon and the remainder of the
military-industrial complex. Make
them roses because red is such a
pretty color.
Advocates of nuclear power
continue to thrive within our society
despite the near calamity of a core
meltdown at Three Mile Island in
Pennsylvania last
year.
Utility
companies and giant corporations
continue to dictate the energy
policies in this country based on
profit instead of safety.
Send flowers to supporters of
nuclear energy. Send lots of them in
case some of them just happen to die
before their lime.
Then, of course, be sure to
remember your local friends on
Valentine's
Day.
Support
and
loyall) are such rare qualities these
davs.

Rumors and predictions are
circulating the state that the
Kentucky Council on Higher Education may raise tuition at the slate
universities next year. It has been
reported that this decision will rest
in part on what the General
Assembly docs to the budget that
will be presented to them by Gov.
John V. Brown.
Send the Council on Higher
Education a valentine, one that says
"I Love You." But love can't pay
the rent, now can it?
Murray State University has 60
hours of open house per week.
Western Kentucky University has 31
hours each week. Our University has
16 open house hours per week al the
present. Our total should be
increased in the near future, but by
how much'.'
Send flowers lo the University
Board ol Regents. Send candy to
University President J.C. Powell.
Bui, don't send loo many flowers or
too much candy. Everyone knows
ih,H too much of anything isn't
good, including change.
ValentineN Day. A day of love
and a day of peace.
Now what was that about a St.
Valentine's Day Massacre?

editor's mailbag.

Senator rebuts
Justice appeal
Progress editorial
H> RON It \ I |v
(iiiest Opinion
I iliior's Note: The author is a
member of the Eastern Kentucky
University
Student
Association
representing the College of Law
I nfnrei'ineni as a senator.)
Last week's editorial in the
Progress concerning the Student
Senate contained some allegations
which need lo be answered.
The author stated that the issue in
question, a proposal to change the
system ol student appointment to
University committees, should never
have been brought up because the
present system is working fine.
It was further contended that the
Senate should not "buck the
system," because we may lose our
privilege ol serving on University
committees.
The author's chief complaint,
though, was that the Senate is like a
bunch of "bickering" old ladies,
arguing over trivial items when it
should be "discussing the concerns
of the student body."
frankly, this is all nonsense.
I irst. this bill does concern the
student body. The present system is
a good one. but it is not working as
effectively as it could.
Student appointments are slow;
some vacancies are not filled until

Rob Dollar
Belly Ann (.dins
Robin Paler
Janet Jacobs
Brian Blair
Jeff Smiley
Donna Bunch
Markila Shelburne
Dean Holt
J.D. Crowe
Jesse W ilmoth
Dean Dinner

the spring semester. Improvements
need lo be made.
Secondly, the Senate was not
"bucking the system." This bill was
a suggestion to make the system
work more effectively, not a
challenge lo it.
Yes, serving on University committees is a privilege and yes, this
privilege can be revoked.
But. we cannot allow ourselves to
tvcouic M> intimidated by tear of
reprisal that we remain quiet when
something needs to be said.
finally, to the author's complaint
ol "bickering" it should he s.ud that
honest, open debate is not bickering.
We need to have a thorough
discussion of any problem in order
to reach a viable solution.
A representation of every point of
view is essential in order to get a full
understanding of an issue.
History has shown repeatedly that
when any society suppresses free
thought and dissension, it cannot
advance; rather it will stagnate and
eventually wither away.
1 he purpose of this rebuttal is not
10 debate the merits of this
particular bill. Perhaps, it was a
good idea, perhaps not.
But, it was a new idea and new
ideas arc fundamental to the
advancement of every society.
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To the Kriitoi
tin Tuesday. Feb. 5. my car was
ticketed in the Martin Ball parking lot
at fi-2n pm Anyone with any inlelhgenrp
can
recognize
the
premeditated ^'np-off" achieved by
sending security out in full force 20
minutes after graduate students park
lor night classes However, this is not
my complaint
My parking ticket very plainly stated
that failure In "pay or appeal'' within
seven days resulted in assessment of a
$5 line I went In the security office on
Wednesday. Feb fi I requested a form
to appeal the ticket I was told by a
smart mouthed officer that in order to
appeal the ticket I had to pay it first
■ showed her where the ticket states

"pay < >H appeal. NOT pay AND appeal
She refused to give me the necessary
iiirm unless I paid first.
I wonder if KKI security is aware
that the Constitution of the United
States states that the American system
of government guarantees every
American due process - that is, one is
assumed innocent until PROVEN
guilty Failure to allow me to appeal a
parking ticket unless it has been
previously paid is not only denouncing
my innocence before it has been
proven, hut penalization also. Considering these facts. EKU security has
denied me rights which are guaranteed
lo me by the U S. Constitution.
To relieve any speculation that my
reasoning is unsound, let me assure you
that I have discussed this matter with a
lawyer The facts I have stated are

Perspective

D-I-V-O-R-C-E
Robin Pater
(The Ray's Barber Shop referred to in last waak's column . is
not the shop here in Richmond)
The once sacred and highly-valued institution of marriage has
rapidly disintegrated to become the
institution of divorce—an institution
which is acquiring many new
members.
It seems as if almost every other
new person I meet is one who comes
from a family of divorced parents.
Divorce is now so common that it is
nearly always the automatic solution
when a marriage becomes turbulent.
Though the problems of dealing
with divorce may be common, they
arc still complicated ones for the
parents and children involved.
According to an article in the Feb.
II issue of Newsweek, at present,
there are 12 million children under
age 18 who arc products of divorced
parents.
How do you explain to a
happy-go-lucky seven-year-old little
boy that his "mommy and daddy
just can't get along with each other
anymore?" How do you begin to
make him understand such a
complex and grown-up situation
when he's really too young to bear
the brunt of such a burden?
At his age, he's too pre-occupicd
with learning to write in cursive at
school and playing soccer. These are
his problems-typical of a sevenycar-old . . . not divorce.
About 10 years ago, it was
assumed that the woman would
almost always be awarded custody
of the children. Today, however,
custody suits arc more common and
more complex and there is no
"usual" winner or loser.
As it was examined in the recent
movie "Kramer vs. Kramer," more
often now, men are fighting their
wives in court for legal custody of
their children.
According to the Newsweek story,
children between the ages of six and
eight
frequently
try
to
take
responsibility for their parents'
breakup. They are old enough to
understand what's going on but they
are too young to "handle" the
situation.
I can't help feeling that children

are better off in a so-called "broken
home" than they are living with a
set of parents who no longer love or
care for each other—who are
constantly upset and screaming at
each other.
This kind of environment inevitably makes for a traumatic and
nervous childhood. The "home"
now becomes just a house-a place
to live.
Research says that the pain and
psychological strains for a child can
be eased up a bit if the child's
routine is disrupted as little as
possible, if he or she is told about
the divorce in an uncomplicated,
truthful way and if the child is
encouraged to keep good relations
with
both
parents,
said
the
Newsweek article.
The high rate of divorce makes
you want to stop and think twice
about getting married. However,
you can hardly go into a marriage
with the paranoid attitude that it
will end in divorce and become "just
another statistic."
Currently, my family is undergoing the process of becoming one
of those statistics. My parents, too,
are getting a divorce-after 21 years
of a marriage that has had its ups
and downs.
As the oldest of the children in my
lamily. I can, by far, handle the
divorce with much greater ease than
either of my two younger brothers,
ages seven and 11.
Divorce affects everyone differently. Eor me, I suppose, it is easier
since I am two and one-half hours
away from home here at school.
Now that
my
parents are
separated and my mother has moved
us out of the house and into a
townhouse, things are different
when I go home.
I guess the saddest part about
divorce for me, at least, is that I
wish it could have been avoided,
although, realistically, I know that it
couldn't have been.
We all wish,- at one time or
another, that things could have been
different.

correct
Therefore. I respectfully refuse to
acknowledge, much less pay. the
parking ticket
Thank you.
Judy Jones.
Lexington

Public servants?
Dear Kditor.
For the last three weeks. I have
followed with interest the editorials
about the continuing dilemma of the
Richmond Police's unpleasant contacts
with the EKU student community. At
first. I was reluctant to accept the
charges leveled against the Richmond
Police Force, but an incident that occurred a couple of weeks ago. changed
my mind about the "good" of Richmond's police officials.
My girlfriend had been out late one
Thursday night and after returning to
the car in order to return to campus, the
ear. unfortunately, would not start.
We then spent the next 45 minutes
trying to jump-start the car with the
help of a "good Samaritan." This chore
would not have been so difficult had it
not been the coldest night of the year
with six inches of snow on the ground
and the temperature slightly below
zero.
After spending so much time in the
freezing cold trying to start the car. it
still wouldn't work. Since we were
stalled across the street from the
county jail, we decided to wish our good
Samaritan a good night and prevail
upon our public servant, the Richmond
Police, for help.
Were we ever in for a shock! First of
all. the police inside the jail almost
wouldn't even let us in. We had to slip in
when they opened the door for one of
our esteemed, public-service-minded
policemen.
Remember, the temperature was
slight ly bejow zero! When we finally did
get inside, the only service they offered
us was the use of their telephone. After
calling my girlfriend's roommate and
finding that she was not there. I appealed to the policeman for his help.
I asked that he might give my
girlfriend and me a ride back to
campus The only response I could
elicit from him was an unexplained
NO! When I pressed him as to why he
couldn't give us a ride, his response was

that he couldn't because of the insurance
The only way that he could give us a
ride was if he were to arrest us Arrest
IS' Does he mean that the only service
the Richmond Police Department offers is arresting citizens'*
What ever happened to the public
service that the police are supposed to
offer9 Are the police TODAY public
servants or public persecutors''
A friend of mine works for the
Kentucky State Police and he explained
to me that the most important part of
HIS job was helping people, not persecuting them
Even the next day after WAIJsING a
mile in freezing cold and suffering near
frostbite, when my girlfriend and I
were.jiigain working on the car. three
Richmond police officers walked right
by the car and didn't offer an encouraging word, much less offer to
dirty their hands by helping me fix the
car.
I want to reiterate my question: Is
the Richmond Police Department a
public servant or a public persecutor
and even one other question might be
raised: would they have given the
Mayor of Richmond a ride to his house,
in spite of the insurance problem, while
they would leave some poor, unfortunate EKU students to walk home
in the bitter cold'1
I think you know the answers to these
questions
Timothy E Langford
Keene Ball Box 22

Snow
To the Editor
Once again it is that time of the year
that snow falls down over the "campus
beautiful" and everywhere you look
people are slipping and sliding around.
The same is true for cars and trucks.
Whether you drive a Volkswagen or a
twd CMC. you'll find that in snow and
ice it's easy to slide around in every
direction Sometimes it's the direction
you didn't know you were going
This is just a reminder to both the
PEDESTRIAN and the DRIVER Lets
look out for each other Pedestrians
1/MIK before you step out in front of a
car and drivers DRIVE SLOWERwatch for those pedestrians! ! !
David Wayne Sowders
Paraprofessional
Dept of Music

Women's groups
praised for efforts
It has been said that behind
every successful man, there is a
woman.
Regardless of the validity of the
statement,
one
thing
is
unquestionably certain.
Women have a more important
and active role in today's world
than their counterparts of years
ago. They have come a long way,
there is no doubt about that
On Jan. 22, Gov. John Y. Brown
signed a proclamation that
designated Feb. 3-8 as Women's
Awareness Week throughout the
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Last week, that event was
celebrated on campus through
various activities which included
workshops and lectures focusing on
the dynamic force of women in
today's society.
It should proudly be noted that
the statewide proclamation issued
by Brown was made possible by the
efforts of some individuals on this
very campus.
The University's Women's Interdorm Board and the staff of the
women's residence halls were the

instrumental force behind the
proclamation.
The idea for a Women's
Awareness Week originated last
semester, according to Mary Ann
Salerno. Women's Interdorm
Board president
On Jan. 28, the Idea became a
reality when l.t Gov
Martha
Laync Collins presented the
proclamation
to
University
representatives in Frankfort
Women's Interdorm Board and
the staffs of the women's residence
halls should be commended for
their concern, as well as their hard
work in bringing about Women's
Awareness Week and the many
activities thai went along with it.
E'ar too often, it is much too easy
for individuals or groups to not
actively engage in pursuing what is
considered to be important purposes and issues.
Hats off to some of the ladies on
this campus who are doing their
part in bringing to light a relevant
issue in today's complicated and
changing world.
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Bridal show "for people
in different directions'

1

Employees of Ani la's Bndal Boutique adjust the veil of
model Lisa Sumra erlin i freshman business major from
Richmond It was all in preparation for the Bridal Show

scheduled for Feb 19 al Hiram Brock Auditorium The show
is sponsored by Women's Interdorm (photo by Brian Pottsi

Hy KOBIN PATKR
Managing Editor
Something old, something new,
something borrowed, something blue
"Something special" is what
Women's Interdorm will have to offer
Tuesday, Feb 19. when a bridal show
and reception will be held here on
campus, according to Jean Elliott,
director of Women's Programs and
adviser to Women's Interdorm
"I think we'll be able to give a lot of
information without pressure." Elliott
said The show is intended to be "an
educational opportunity, as well as a
fun experience." she added
The bridal show, which is sponsored
hy Women's Interdorm. has been in the
planning since October, according to
Elliott
"This is the first time a full-scale
show has been held in Richmond." she
said
The show, which will begin at 7:30
pm in Brock Auditorium, will feature
a number of non professional models,
both male and female, who will be
wearing
bridal
gowns.
veils,
bridesmaids dresses and tuxedos
The models, mostly students, will
also be featuring things for the mother
of the bride, accessories and flowers
I)r Arthur W. Harvey will provide
organ music during the show.
"I think the show is for people in a lot

County Residents tested for PCP levels
B) .1ANF.T JACOBS
News Editor
Testsof Madison County residents for
effects of the chemical
pentachlorophenal (PCP' were completed
Feb B Samples were taken to Gulf
South Research 1-iboratories in New
Orleans to determine PCP levels, according to Sandra Toussaint. nursing
supervisor for the Madison County
Health Department
Dr Roy Ing of the U.S. Center for
Disease Control (CDCI returned to
Madison County Jan 28 to review the
questionnaire with the health department. Ing developed the study and the
health department implemented it

Toussaint and Carla Baumann,
registered nurses, took blood and urine
tests and gave the questionnaire to
participants. Representatives from
Gulf South Research Laboratories went
with them to set up the air sample
machines
They left for New Orleans Thursday
morning with the samples.
All participants in the tests were
volunteers.
"The majority contacted the health
department
first,"
explained
Toussaint. "and a few we found out
about through others and asked them to
participate "
Of the 105 persons tested. 55 had the

ivory So Often

Female phobia

PCP-treated wood in their homes. Fifty
who did not were used as a control
group
VII was amazing with the controls
how neighbors were willing to participate." said Toussaint "People were
exceptionally nice."
Though the health department will
not know until results from the
questionnaire are released. Toussaint
predicted that the people tested will
have a slightly higher incidence of
illness than the neighbor who didn't
have the wood in his home
The PCP treated wood used by
participants in the test was used in
subflooring and other unexposed. inner
parts of houses, bookcases, toyboxes
and chicken houses.
The same questionnaire was given to
both the persons with the wood and the
controls It included questions on their
smoking and drinking history; when,
where and how much wood they
received: the condition of the wood, if

People Poll—

Brian Bl«lr
This is a column about Valentino's Das love, shy guys, beautiful
women and l-ric Weber. Most
collegiate students have had considerable experience with the first
three, presumably. But just who is
Eric Weber and what is he doing in a
paper like this?
Ciather 'round, ye lovelorn and
lonely, ye dateless and depressed.
The gracious Weber is willing to
share his cure for shyness and
phobia of females.
No prescription necessary.
Weber calls himself "one of the
country's leading experts on meeting
women." And although he claims,
"Al one lime in my life I was too
afraid to even call a woman on the
phone," he is certainly not afraid to
aim his advertising arrows at the
most sensitive spots--the heart and
the wallet, not always in that order.
Maybe you've seen his magazine
advertisements. Maybe you've noticed that the women pictured in
such ads invariably seem to be losing
their clothes, il not their shyness.
Maybe you've noticed that he
sometimes enlists the aid of pro
football quarterbacks, all muscles
and machismo, to sell his books like
"How to Pick Up Girls," "The Shy
Person's Guide to Love and
LoVing" or "100 Best Opening
Lines."
And like me, maybe you've
noticed that it appears to be one
complete heterosexual hype. All for
$10.95. All in the name of love and
romance.
Brought to you by Eric Weber,
heavy on the self-promotion.
By coincidence, I stumbled upon
one of these ads recently with my
confidence at low tide and my
gullibility level at an all-time high. I
was just the man Weber wanted.
I was a sucker wailing to be
shafted.
But his romantic testimony leaves
me skeptical, to say the least.
"One evening I was sitting in a
singles bar," writes Weber, "and
couldn't help but notice a young
man who seemed to know every
attractive woman in the place;
talking and laughing with this one,
dancing and kidding with another.
How docs he do it. I thought
jealously?"
Very well, I thought surely.
However, Weber said he knew the
real secret lay in simply acting
unshy. Hold the muscles and

machismo.
"In two weeks," he said, "I was
dating a
beautiful,
interesting
woman. In two months I had more
lady friends than I knew what to do
with. And just a few months after
that I met a stunning, vivacious
blonde who was to become the love
of my life."
Thus, all was well in The World
According lo Eric.
And although his books might be
compared alongside such similar
items as bust developers and
weight-reducing candies-each with
its own special .niche in the
what'll-thcy-think-of-nexi category
-Weber wants to be a real pal to all
us Charlie Brown types. Through
his books, he wants to show us:
-Opening lines that don'l sound
foolish.
Possibilities here are endless. But
it might be advisable to avoid such
conversation as, "Pardon me. Miss
- but I think you have something
hanging from your nose."
--The places in your neighborhood where women outnumber men
five I" one and where the shy man is
considered a "treasure."
A nice idea, to be sure, but in my
four years at a Catholic high school,
I never once summoned enough
nerve to visit the convent for
possible dales.
-Why the clothes you wear might
be screaming "shy!" and a 20-poinl
checklist you can use to make sure
you're dressing with sex appeal.
And I thought I was doing well to
be dressing with matching socks.
But I'm learning. I've now begun to
walk across campus with one
backpack strap hanging boldly off
my shoulder and the zipper daringly
more than halfway down. Eat your
heart out, Eric:
-An ingenious way to meet
women al work, at school, on the
street.
And how to avoid those SS0
downpayments on the last group.
"Just look at what they've done
for me," said Weber of the
aforementioned
"secret
techniques." "I'm a mere 5'5" tall,
can't sing or dance or play football
and I'm not even particularly
good-looking."
So the true answer surely lies in
one of two theories: either he is
distantly related to Bert Parks ... or
he's discovered one super aftershave lotion.

they had any chronic illness. and if they
used any other wood preservatives or
weed killers in the past 12 months.
The results will be sent from Gulf
South Research laboratories to the
Environmental Protection Agency to
ihe CDC then to the press and the
Madison County Health Department
The health department will notify individuals of their test results confidentially once they have received the
results
The laboratory said it will take from
lour to MX weeks, but Toussaint said
that she anticipates it will take longer
If high PCP levels are found in the
samples. Toussaint said more extensive tests will probably be run involving former and present employees
of the ordinance
"That's why it is just the beginning,
hopefully." she said
If nothing is found. Toussaint is "not
to sure we will he able to justify further
testing "

Bv JACKIE PFF.IFER
Staff Writer
Do you feel that buildings and grounds has done an adequate job of
removing snow and ice from sidewalks, roads and parking lots? (photo by
Sieve Brown)

Janice Young, freshman, nursing.
Ft. Wright.
"No. Some steps haven't been
cleared off at all. I can't even walk
up them. By the Daniel Boone statue
it's so icy you could skate on it."

Sue Shaw, sophomore, nursing.
Milfonl. Ohio.
"Sidewalks are alright, parking
lots aren't. I've come awfully close
to falling and it really slows me
down a lot. Couldn't they put down
salt or something?"

,

Burney Pomlee. junior, recreation.
Davenport. Iowa.
"I think they've done the best job
possible They might try clearing it
off a little earlier but they are trying
and that's all we can ask for."

Shane Mahan. senior, law enforcement. I niiisv illr
"I'm a commuter and park in
Alumni Coliseum
From the
coliseum to campus isn't cleared off
at all We have to get to classes too.
They have done a good job on
campus though "

of different directions," Elliott
remarked "It's not just for brides ..but
also for people who are looking towards
a wedding sometime off in the future "
According to Elliott, the bridal show
will enable those interested in having a
wedding to have a chance for "personal
contact, to ask questions, and to get
suggestions" in an informal settin '.
Those attending the bridal show will
receive packets containing information
m the services offered by the various
Richmond merchants who are helping
to support the show. Coupons from the
different businesses will be in the
packets, also.
Following the show, at approximately 9 p m , a simulated wedding reception will be held in Walnut
Hall of the Keen Johnson Building The
University Food Services are providing
the refreshments for the reception at no
charge, said Elliott.
A guest book will be set up on the
bride's table to sign A receiving line
with models still in wedding attire will
also be featured at the reception In
addition, educational displays concerning photography, clothing, wedding jewelry, flowers ana other aspects
of planning a wedding will be set up
"The whole purpose of this is to be an
educational program." Elliott answered "We would prefer to give them
the information in a non-pressure, non-

business setting." she added, saying
that students can get tips on how to plan
a wedding, timing and the economical
aspects
Participating Richmond merchants
include University Food Services.
Anita's Bridal Boutique. (Jem-Ray
Jewelry. Jett and Hall. C & II Rauch
Jewelers, Cardinal Travel and Village
Florists
Elliott added that the Horticulture
Department, the Office of Student
Activities and Organizations, the
University Players and Building and
Grounds have "been extremely helpful
in other aspects of the show "
Tickets for the bridal show are 50
cents and will allow students to attend
the reception that follows The ticket
stub from the show, however, must be
shown to get into Ihe reception
About 1.400 tickets are on sale in
advance, available in Room 212 of the
Coates Administration Building
Tickets are also being sold by participating merchants, by Women's
Interdorm representatives and at the
women's dormitories
Everyone who attends the show will
be able to register for the door prizes
which will be given out at the show and
the reception
Ann Filiatreau. Chris Ernst and
Vickie Huffman served on the com
mittee for the show

The Doctor's Bag

Placebos
Coles Raymond M.D.
There is a hot new argument
going on in the medical world and
as so often happens it is about an
ancient subject It has to do with
the value and proper use of
placebos (pronounced plaseebosi
or "sugar pills" or "faith healing"
or even "snake oil quackery."
Until quite recently - 100 years
or so out of all recorded history most of what doctors did was faith
healing, carried out by the use of
placebos. The dictionary calls
them "procedures with no intrinsic
therapeutic value.
During thousands of years some
pretty remarkable "medicines"
were used. Some of them were
crocodile dung, pigs teeth iground
up. I hope!', ass hooves, frog
sperm, fly specks, dried snake pills
and snake oil, ground up ants, and
powder made from precious
stones.
There is good evidence that al
least some of Ihe weird stuff
worked. For instance, angina
pectoris. an exceedingly painful
chronic heart condition has been
treated during the past 200 years
by heart muscle extract, vitamins,
cobra
venom.
X-rays,
thyroidectomy and even heart
.surgery
None of these treatments are
considered effective for angina
today Yet. overall, they made the
patients feel better an average of
80 percent of the time In some, the
relief was only temporary, but in
others it lasted as long as a year
However, when it became clear
that these measures were scien
tifically useless and patients began
lo lose faith in them, the effectiveness dropped to an average
30 percent, and it stayed there.
That's the amazing thing about
placebos - most investigators
agree that as far as pain and
distress are concerned, they
average 30 percent to 40 percent
under all conditions
That is where the argument
begins.
Is it unethical, dishonest and
down right rotten to use medicines
that are pharmacologically inert?
How about medical research? It is
based on cross-over controlled
studies, in which one group of
patients gets the experimental
drug, while a similar group gets
identical looking placebos? Must
we stop all clinical research
because placebos are inherently
dishonest''
In a now famous ior notorious i
article in Scientific American. Dr
Sissela Bok of Harvard claims that
all placebos are lies by definition,
and should never be used under
any circumstances, not even
telling the patient that they
average 30 percent relief and that
the method of action is unknown
She claims that the placebo itself is
a lie, no matter what the doctor
lells the patient, because the final
outcome of the disease and the
method of action are not explained

Dr. Louis Lasagna of the

Rochester Medical Center says this
is "fatuous." He points out that
there is a placebo element in
everything a doctor does for his
patients and thai the exact
mechanism of action of many
powerful drugs is also unknown
Therefore, explaining the action
of a drug is often impossible and in
any case irrelevant to the issue of
deception. As to the final outcome
of disease, only God in heaven can
predict the future
The other side of the argument is
based on the fact that placebos
work even when the patient is told
what they are
Dr Goodwin, his wife .lean, also
an Nl D. and Dr
Vogel a
psychiatrist all of the LovelaceClinic
in
Albuquerque
have
several ways of using placebos
ethically Obviously, the first
things is to say that the overall
relief rate is 30 percent The next is
to say we don'l know how it works
This, they repeat, works well on
post heart attack patients
Another
situation
is
the
menopausal woman who is afraid
of estrogens They tell these people
that they will give a "double blind"
trial
a spell of estrogens alter
nating (without her knowledge'
with an identical looking placebo
They explain all this ahead of limeThen they have had success in
drug withdrawal, by gradually
substituting placebos for narcotics,
with the patients full knowledge
and consent Dr Iva Mintz of
Columbia - Presbyterian in New
York City reports on patients who
actually become addicted to the
placebo itself One woman got off
narcotics and took approximately
lo.ooo placebos the following year
The reported range of effectiveness for placebos varies
from SH percent for sea-sickness to
33 percent for pain
Now comes the kicker I find Dr
B«k
arrogant,
bigoted
and
megalomaniac Things don't lie.
people do. so she is basing her caston an evasion. Furthermore, she is
an "ethicist." Ethicists bug me out
of my everloving tree because they
are self-anointed There is no
school of ethicism and I'd ignore it
if there were.
Ethicists go around claiming
such intellectual moral superiority
that they can lay the true and lively
word as to good and evil on
everybody else
A report has just come in that
placebos DO have a chemical effect. Dr J.D. Levine at the
University of Southern California
found that in the same sort of way
that fear stimulates adrenaline,
placebos stimulates the brain flow
of a specific chemical - endorphin
- the body's pain killer mimicked
hy morphine. He has even found
that pain, relieved by placebo, will
return
when
the
morphine
neutralizer naloxone is given.
I look on that as morally con
vincing and consider it a happy
ending to this column!
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Placement Pipeline
I. KMI'I.OYMKNT
l»H<M KIH 'RES

INTERVIEW

1 All interviews will he held in the
Division of Career Development ft
Placement
M9 Jones Bldg
2 Students who wish to schedule
interviews must sign up in person at the
Division Office
319 Jones Bldg .
Monday Friday from Ram 4 :» p. m
•1 The minimum requirement for
scheduling an interview is the com
pletionnf a Placement Data Sheet This
form is part of the Placement
Registration Packet which is available
in the Division Office :tl9 Jones Bldg A
complete set of placement credentials
js recommended to support your em
ploy men! or professional
graduate
school search
II. I'AMPt'ti INTERVIEWS
Wll'ARK l» COMPANY
1 rxington
rttaay. r>». li
POSITIONS
Quality Control. In
dust rial Kngineering Trainees and
Supervisory Management Trainees
Qualifications
BS in Industrial

Technology
IRMC'O
BEI.I.EFONTK
SIKWO: <<». - Ohio
Tucsda\. Keh. IS

l\-

Positions t'nderwnting Trainee
Qualifications
BBA
Insurance.
Management nr other Business fields
K A l< l.\Z\Hl'S
Tuesday. Keh. I*
PositionsStore
Management
Trainees
Qualifications BS T'A
Business
or Merchandising
K-MXKT COHPOR\TIO\
Tucda». I'ch IS
Positions
Retail
Management

Trainees
Qualifications HA
BS
BBA All
Business majors and other majors
interested in detailing Career
IS. \lll r'OIU'F
Tuesday. Keh I*
Positions
Computer Technologist.
Communications
Electronics.
Weather. Pilots and Navigators
Qualifications Most all bachelor and
master degree
candidates Special
interest in following majors
Math.

Physics. Computer Science. EDP.
other Technical Science fields
MITE: Personal interviews can be
scheduled in Division of CD&P . 319
Jones Bldg (Seneral information booth
will be available from Id am
:l p.m
outside drill in Powell Bldg
XMEHICW HOSPITAL SI PPI.Y
• OKI'
Wednesday & Thursday. Keb. -II & 21
Positions & OualifU jlions
Sales - Bachelor s or Master's in
Business or related areas
Opera liens • Bachelor's or Master's
in Business
Minimum of (1 hours of
\rciillllting
Distribution - Bachelor's or Master's
in Business
special interest in
Transportation
and
Physical

Distribution
\i» nuiiim:: - I in.KM i- •• Bachelor's or
Master's in Accounting or Kinance
Minimum of 12 hours of accounting
MK V\ M.I.S OKI' \RTMK\T STORKS.
INC
Wednesday. Keh. 20
Positions
Assistant
Manager
Trainees
Qualifications Bachelor degrees in
any Business field and other related
majors interested in Retailing Career
I KDMt POINT, INC
Ohio
\\rdaexday. Keb. -ii
Positions Summer Kmploymcnl
I9MI
Qua lit icat ions Minimum age of IH
and w illingness io relocate lor summer
In S.uidiisky. Ohio Mousing available
NOTK.. Interview times arc required
and can he scheduled at Division ol
(DAP . IIH Jones Interviews will be
conducted in .laggers Room of Powell
Bldg Placement registration is not
required lor this employer

I s. IIEI'VKTMENT OF COMMERCE
I KNSI S Ml UK. \l
Thursday. Keh. 21
Positions
Statisticians

Statisticians. Math
& Computer Program

IIIITS

(Jua lit ical inns Bachelor's Master's
degree In Math. Statistics. Computer
Science, EDP Economics (ieogranhy,

Sociology. Psychology and Business

NOTE: All candidates niust have a
minimum of 15 hours of Math &
Statistics - i Minimum of « hours in
Statistics"
I.OODYKXR TIRK *
Rl'HKKK
COMPANY
Thursday. Keb it
Positions Retail Store Management
Trainees
v
Qualifications Bachelor s degree in
Business or other related fields in
lerested in Retailing
NCR COKPOKATION iSYSTKMKDIA
(.ItOI Pi - Dayton. Oil
Monday A Tu<-sriiiy. Keb. •:< and X

Positions & (fii.ililii alions
POSITIONS
1 Pricing Analyst
2 Quality Assurance Specialist
I Sales Representatives
4 Accounting Trainee
"> Programmer Trainee
Ol M IKIt XTIONS
Bachelor's and Master's degrees in
Printing Tech.. Graphic Arts. EDP.
Computer
Science,
Accounting.
Marketing
Management
and
Economics
I S MMtlNI CORPS
Tar*.. Wed.. Tbnrw.. Keh. M, r. and at
Positions officers Candidate School
t fun lit nations
Any majnr
All
degrees
•
itTP INI
iWomen's oi\ision> - Cincinnati
Tuesday. Keh. X
Inlormatinn
interviews
lor
graduating students seeking employment m Southwestern Ohio Will
discuss employment opportunities with

.ill candidates
I NITKD I \RM MiKNCY
INC.
Wednesday . Keh. '11
Positions
Real
Estate
Sales
Trainees
Qualifications Bachelor's or Higher
Degree uilh major or minor in Real
Estate or related field

sot r It K It N
COOPERATIVE. INC.
Wednesday Keh. 21

A FEW OF THE. GUYS
ON MY FLOOR <EPT
I.\'SISTIN6 THAT I
REVEAL THE. NAME.
Of 1H£ DORAMTORY...
...I GUESS TOPA^
IS AS &OOr A MY AS
Af.'Y zn «AT:TY 7HEM/

"^

STATES

v&*.

Positions Management Trainees
Qualifications Bachelor's degree in
Nurifiitturi' or othei majors with farm
background

©tlgO JON
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HIMIMBIR YOOH SPECIAL

WITH CANDY
In HEART SHAPED
VALENTINE BOXES
From The GIFT BOX

:

[ickolas

BY: Gov\

ooo

,«,;
The Chil' Bur'ito'i our ntwrnt UMta . . . two
T
TKO ICC ftvoritM combined: Our famous
burrilo imotharad in our own itttv chili.
Yo .i donna love ill

o w. i i 90.1

Good In Richmond & Barea
Expirei 2-20-80

With Coupon

*k> til # \ *■ •- «M «* 4C C'tC 11R.J
eYffr ->"•» * I *J %lj

12 SANCHO'Si

tm 1

$-178

WHITMANS CHOCOLATES

Coifrare
ifA Creations
Open »5 Daily - E.rmo, By Appt • 623 1500
Marly • U«ry • Judy - Lino* C. - M»ry • Linda

Priced from M.95 to »43.9S
ALL Il\ HEART SHAPED BOXES!

THE GIFT BOX
University Shopping Center
Hours: 10a.m. -9:30p.m.

WITH COUPON

77ic sancho is a soft flour tortilla covered with meat, garnished with
cheddar cheese, lettuce, slices oj tomato, your choice of sauce, and
rolled and heated.

limit one coupon offer per customer

\Good In Richmond & Berea

Expires 2-20-80

SUMMERJOBS
CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT PARK
Sandusky, Ohio Will hold on-campus
interviews for summer employment:

Date: Wednesday, February 20
Time: 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Place: Jaggers Room - Powell Bldg.
Over 3,400 positions available for • wide variety of jobs.
or apartment style housing available.

Dormitory

Contact the Career Development

Er Placement Office for information and appointment. Spend a summer
in one of the finest resorts in the North.

CED2VHP0INT INC

CI£DAR POINT. INC.. SANDUSKY. OHIO. 44870 (419)626-0830
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Bailey discusses role
in Derby Festival
By MNET JACOBS
New. Editor

must be constantly updated.
Party kits, travel agents, magazine
spreads, and official programs are
other means of promotion.
The staff works closely with the
media people "We start shooting off
information right after the sketch
showing of floats for the Pegasus
Parade, which took place three weeks
ago." explained Bailey. "This year
media must have credentials and show
they are working, assigned media."
The Festival utilizes all sorts of skills,
stated Bailey, especially human
resources. The Louisville native
stressed learning through
actual
working and apprenticeship, and cited
working with nonprofit agencies as a
means of visibility for the beginning
public relations practitioner. "There's
nothing like experience," she said.
learning to prioritize your work was
Baileys key advice in the hectic public
relations -business. "You'll meet
wonderful people and have fun in this
creative business," she added.
A knowledge of typing, how to
operate ;■ camera, design, composition
and layout and sharp writing skills
would all be assets in this business
according to Bailey, who is a member
of the Public Relations Society of
America and has held several other
jobs in the field.
Keeping a file of all contracts, copies
Of everything written, working closely
with Ihe media and maintaining a good
personal attitude were other important
hints for the field
"Your associations are important to
you." said Bailey "Learn to credit all
those involved and set up your own
system of organization." she added.
The Derby Festival, which is
separate frem the actual Kentucky
IVrby. is a "product that sells itself" in
Bailey's terms
"We dispense information and work out problems - it
involves a lot of staff time
a lot of
overtime."
Hut the 25th silver anniversary
promises to be more exciting than any
other according to Bailey. Already
about five meetings arc held daily in
planning the events. Tickets for individual events will be on sale after
April I at Commonwealth Convention
Center

"If I can't cure cancer, there's
nothing. I'd rather do than work with
this festival and help a lot of people
nave a good time." emphasized the
public jrelations coordinator of the
Kentucky Derby Festival, considered
by some as one of the greatest civic
celebrations in the US
Kosemary G Bailey, who Is in this
position for her third year now. addressed a group of public relations
-tudenjs Tuesday on the Derby
Kestival. her duties as coordinator and
the area of public relations in general
After, presenting a slide show. Bailey
described some of the over 69 individual
events that go on daily during the today celebration
These include the Great Balloon
llace. now one of the most prestigious
races around the world according to
Kailey. the Pegasus Parade, which in
itself involves 17 various coordinating
committees and the puppet fair with
master puppeteer Jim Gamble who has
made over 1.000 puppet* in the last 25
years
The Festival is an ongoing business,
explained Bailey, and has a staff of
seven
fulltime
year
round
professionals A hoard of directors,
comprised of 63 men «nu women from
civic, governmental and corporate
backgrounds, heads committees for
each event
The Festival is underwritten by
corporate gifts. tickat sales and sale of
the "Pegasus Pins ' The pins sell for SI
and reflect Pegasus, the winged horse
of Greek mythology and the symbol of
the Derby Festival
A young graphics agency has been
hired this year to handle promotion of
ihe Festival which is in its 25th year
The IMBO "Silver Celebration" will be
held April 25 through May 4
Among the tools used in the
promotion is a tabloid which has been
inserted into the (ourier Journal in past
years Over 4O0.liO0 copies are run and
sent ill over the world
"The tabloid is now being laid out, but
changes will be made right down to the
line." said Bailey. The specifics are
continually changing and the tabloid

Community education
course scheduled
Preventing and solving legal
problems will be discussed in a special
community education course at the
University, starting Feb 28
The course. "The Law and You."
meeting Thursdays at 7 p m , "is
designed to give the public good
practical knowledge on how to cope
with an increasingly legalistic society."

according to James W.H. McCord,
coordinator of the legal assistance
program, co-sponsor of the course with
the Division of Special Programs.
To obtain more details about these
courses call Alice Brown, Division of
Special Programs 622-1444. or Dr
McCord. 622-5605

Panel explores
women's roles
By BETTY MAI.KIN
Staff Writer

Deep freeze
Freezing temperatures gave way to artwork of sorts as icicles formed on a bush
behind the Roark Building recently.

Pageant finalists chosen
By JANF.T JACOBS
News Kit it or
The first step in selecting the winner
of the first annual Miss Eastern Kentucky Scholarship Pageant took place
Feb. 10 as 15 women were chosen as
finalists. '
Based on an interview and a talent
competition, the 23 contestants were
judged by three professional Miss
Kentucky pageant judges
The 15 finalists and their talent are as
follows: Kimherly Bledsoe - twirler:
Joni Yates - singer; Libba Jeffries singer: Melody Kelly - monologue and
dancer; Anita Lenhart - singer; Jennifer Ruehrwein - dancer; Deborah
Taylor - singer and guitarist; Crystal
Williams - singer; Kenna Prewitt singer. Mary Modena - monologue and
shiger: Margie Hukee - singer; Jill
Horneys - monologue, Maria Lawson -

dancer and Diana Carr ■ gymnast.
The
Miss
Eastern
Kentucky
Scholarship Pageant will take place
April I at 7 p in in Brock Auditorium.
The contestants will be judged in
evening gown, swimsuit and talent
competition and an interview which
occurs prior to the pageant.
Miss Kentucky. Katherine Parker.
will be at the pageant.
The pageant is being sponsored by
Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) in
cooperation with the Student Activities
office
The winner of this pageant will go to
the Miss Kentucky Pageant.
According to Executive Director
Rocky Entley. many of the details of
the pageant cannot be revealed at this
time.
Tickets for the pageant will be $2 in
advance. $2 50 at the door and $3 for
reserved seating.

They all said it. but Eastern's Lady
Colonels Coach Dianne Murphy said it
best
"I am a basketball coach I enjoy
coaching and I'm good at it
I know
what I want and I know how I'm going
to get it."
All four speakers at the panel
discussion on women in professional
positions Feb. 6 exhibited this same
pride and self-confidence All said that
they enjoyed their work and had earned
their positions.. Two said thatg as
women, they had usually been treated
fairly Two others, somewhat bitterly,
said that they had not.
Each panelist spoke for 10 minutes
about her career, her childhood and her
womanhood.
Dr. Sydney Zentall. nationally known
for her research in special education,
talked of her evolvement from a
tomboy, into a "dumb blonde," and
finally
into
a
goal-oriented
professional She explained that as a
child, she had mimicked boys because
she liked the "success and power" of
males. Consequently, she ended up a
tomboy.
However, when Zentall became interested in dating, she learned "well"
the female role behaviors.
"I practiced them and I'm good at
them." she said. "I can play Ihe dumb
blonde role beautifully I mastered it
right down to an art."
Zentall said she learned these
behaviors because people told her
things like. "Men won't date girls with
extensive vocabularies."
It was not until she married, that
Zentall learned from her husband the
importance of mapping one's future
and establishing one's goals
Dianne Murphy said she also feels
that setting goals for oneself is important
She says. "We must -be
assertive and we must be self-confident
about who we are and where we are
going"
Murphy stressed the importance of
education saying. "If we prepare
ourselves and if we become the best
qualified for the position we seek, the
traditional discriminatory practices
toward women
will be eliminated."
Dr. Linda Fagan. head of the
Madison County Health Department,
explained that becoming a doctor was
her goal, but she just "sort of fell" into
public health work She added that she
doesn't
remember
ever
being
discriminated
against
in
her
professional or educational careens
However, this could be due to the Tact
that she has avoided discriminatory
situations. For instance, Fagan was
once offered a job at the University, but
said. "Thank you, sir. but no, sir" when
she found she would be making less
money than her male counterpart.

THE LOOK

Dianne
Murphy's
presentation
centered around the need for equal
sports opportunities for women. She
admitted that there have been some
tremendous advances made in this area
with the advent of Title VIV and the
formation of the AIAW (the women's
counterpart to the NCAAi But she said
that the funds, facilities, coaching
rewards and honors that are allotted to
women are still inferior to those
granted to men
"Females have been barred by law.
regulation, tradition or the hostility of
males from sharing athletic resources
and pleasures." she stated
Two of the panelists expressed
concern about the negative attitudes
that exist among women about women.
Bellairs said she has had more conflicts
with other women in trying to achieve
her goals, than she has ever had with
men
Zentall explained that some women
feel threatened by professional women
because they realize that they, too,
could be doing that, which scares them.
Zentall, who holds a doctorate degree,
said that this scares her so that she
often does not tell other women about
her career
"One talks about the opening doors of
Ihe PhD - I walk around like 1 don't
have one." she stated "It threatens
females terribly, you can see the face
change, they stop talking to you. they
think they have nothing to say "
She added. "I begin by saying I'm a
teacher And that's the farthest I will
often go Or I don't say anything
because I have my two little kids with
me so I've lost 10 1Q points anvwav "
The panel was questioned if they ever
used their "womanly wiles" to get what
they want Zentall asked back. "Why
does a male never have wiles'' He only
has skills "
*

Fagan answered the question by
stating. "I know I'm more patient than
my male counterpart I know I can
communicate better than my male
counterpart And 1 know I have a better
relationship with my employees than
my male counterpart "
All four panelists agreed that if this
was using one's "womanly wiles." then
they have used theirs every day
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Batter Dipped
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205 !4 Geri Lane

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center
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Get

TOUR COLLEGE RING
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With
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PIOS A CASH REBATE!
When you trade-in your men's
10K gold high school ring for .
on a Lustrium college ring,
America's newest fine
Jeweler's alloy
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Visual Analysis
Visual Therapy
Contact Lens

Free Refills On Drinks
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$111.00
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Your rebate
$4205
Trade in your women's 10K gold high
school ring for $49.00 and buy your
Lustrium college ring for only $19.95.
10K gold high school trade-Ins also apply
on all Josten's 10K gold college rings.

State Bank

Call Today for Your Appointment
Mon. - Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-1

Every Sunday 12 til 5

"Special"

Hairmasters Salon

Big Hill Ave.

On the other hand, a woman should
not feel guilty if her goal in life is to be a
housewife, she remarked

Dr. Marion S. Roberts

of the

Main St.

Zentall has also found the University
to be discriminatory against women.
"In terms of what my own perceptions
are," she stated, "at Eastern the facts
and
figures
show
there
is
discrimination - that men do make
more in the same role "
Deborah Bellairs. head of the Richmond City Parks and Recreation
Department, had a different message
to convey She emphasized that women
should do whatever they want to do -not what others expect them to do.
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Sigma Tau Pi
seeks members

SAE s enjoy
'temporary' home
H\ SARAH FHKTTV
Staff Mntrr

I'nlil further developments are made
inncrming Kralernily Row. the SAE's
have decided to wail it out in their new
house on South Collins Street
\ciording to Jim Moore. SAE vicepresident, the wail won't he bad at all.
;is ihe fraternity is "very1, very
pleased'' with Iheir temporary home
SAK members have been living in the
house since the beginning of this
semester There are nine people ocI'tip.ving the house at this time, while
mans SAK's remain on the fifth floor of
Todd Hall
The decision as lo who could live in
the house was determined by age
• which must be 21' and seniority in the
fralernit) President Bill Decker is one
of the members who lives in the house
To cover the costs of Ihe house.
residing members pay a combined
rent In addition, a parlor charge was
made on the entire fraternity, raising
dues two more dollars in order lo
maintain the house
Apparently ihe living arrangements
.ire quite comlortable. with large
bedrooms and lots of space The house,
which Ihe fraternity rents, came fully
carpeted and partially furnished
The SAK's contributed furniture from
Iheir previous house and have bought a
pin hall machine with the hopes of
adding more games in the future
Later this spring, the SAE'a hope to
build n hack porch and a barbeque grill

LA officers elected
New officers for the Student
Association of Legal Assistants were
elected by the group during their
meeting .Ian :tn
Paula
Hinchman was elected
president while Ihe other officers
elected were Christy Bryan, first vicepresident. Lisa Morehead. second vice-

fefcsifJRAftlui
•weddings
• graduation
• portraits
•passports

o =
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president Libby Turley. treasurer;
Robin Browing, secretary; GilM
Cnrnelle. activities chairman and
Peggy Mams, publicity chairman
The group meets every other
Thursday at 4 p m in Conference Room
C of the I'nuHi Building, according to
Mams.
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Phi Beta Lambda
observes week

The new Sigma Alpha Epsilon House on South Collins Street currently houses
nine of ihe fraternity's members The members consider the site a temporary
localion since Ihey are planning to relocate on fraternity row when the houses
are built and available

Conn concert tonight
The public is invited to hear Krislie
Conn sing selections from Mozart and
Brahms Thursday evening. Feb 14 at
R 30 p m in the Posey Auditorium

Conn, a senior music major and a
student of voice professor Joan-Lorna
Honnemann. will also sing selections
from Stravinsky. Stevens and Wolf
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foreign countries
Through practical experience and
competition of a local, state and
national level, 'he students of PBI,
learn by doing.
Members of th* University's chapter
observed FBI.A PBI. Week by having a
priK'lamalion signed by Richmond
Mayor James T«Jd. by having the
Madison County -'HI.A chapter participate in l chapter meeting, making
public service anncuncements on local
radio stations aid by promoting
publicity on the My pass
PBI. has about 60 members The next
meeting is Feb 19 al 4:30 in Combs 318.
Contact Donna at 5061 or .loni at 2747 for
information on membership or activities

National PBLA-PBL Week. Feb 10
through 16. will be observed by business
students at the University who are
members of the llpsilon Chi chapter of
l*hi Beta l-ambda.
The week coincides with Ihe observance of National Vocational
Kducalion Week and activities of PBI.
chapters, as well as olher vocational
organizations, planned to highlight
the importance of vocational and
career education and its contributions
lo the community
Kill.A PHI.. Inc
is a national
organization operated on the secondary, postsecondary and college levels
There are nearly 200.000 members in
H.ooo chapters throughout the USA.
Puerto Rico. Virgin Islands and some

UP TO

We buy anything made
of gold or silver,
class rings
wedding rings,
sterling flatware
Half dollars 65 thru 69

Roys Flowers
Fine Gifts

624-2427

Arens said she hopes to start more
projects Plans for touring the Cincinnati National Reserve Bank, Proctor
and Gamble and Lexingtons IBM Corp.
are being formed
Sigma Tau Pi also helps with Ihe
College of Business Events Day and
plans to sell Eastern bumper stickers
This will enable them to have more
funds Is spend on get-togethers and
their banquet
The organization has 30 members.
Membership requirements are to have
a 3.0 GPA. to be a business major or
minor asd to complete 12 hours of
business credits
One of the benefits of being a member
is the recognition one can receive in
College of Business It helps introduce
students to the College of Business
advisers and teachers.
Dues arell for initiation and $4 per
semester. Meetings are nek) every
other Monday at * p.m. in one of the
conference rooms at the Powell
Building.

ByMARVI.UER.SKN
Staff Writer
Trivia fans
What is the oldest
organization on campus? No. it's not
the Thursday night gang at the Family
Dog
Sigma Tau Pi, a business honorary
organization started in 1926. making it
the oldest organization here
Although the organization has been
around for 54 years, according to
President Ellen Arens it's just starting
lo organize. She said she feels as if
they're "starling from scratch "
"I'm very hopeful about new
members this semester." said Arens.
She said Ihey have a communications
committee who will focus on letting the
public know what Sigma Tau Pi is.
"Nobody knows about us." Arens
said.
They are trying to inform the campus
of the organization and obtain new
members by sending invitations lo all
eligible business majors and minors about 250 students.

in lime for the nice weather. The labor
w ill be supplied by the fraternity while
the supplies will be donated by Ihe
owner
I'nlike the campus, parking appears
lo be no problem at Ihe SAE house.
Kesidents can park either in the long
driveway or on the street, while other
members can use the spare lot facing
Ihe Bear and the Bull.
Moore pointed out that due to Ihe
localion. many of the brothers walk to
school instead of driving. With the
campus only five minutes away, this
turns out lo be quite an advantage in
limes of bad weather and high gas
prices
The maintenance of the house is left
up lo the entire fraternity. Once a week,
a work party is held and all Ihe brothers
pilch in lo help clean and fix up Ihe
house If a member can'l make Ihe
party, a makeup day is held Any
member not able to come to the second
party is fined
Concerning the SAE's future plans.
Moore said that the fraternity still
plans lo live on the proposed Fraternity
Row As soon as houses are built and
made available. Ihe "SAE's will be
ready to go."
Bui until then. Moore is glad to have a
house for the members of SAE.
• 'ommunicalion tends to be poor with
Ihe lack of a central localion." he said
With a house for members to meet at.
communication in the fraternity improves and there is a more unified
leeling among its members
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Campus Clips
Science seminar
The Department of Biological
Sciences will present a seminar Friday,
Feb. 22. at 1 p.m in Moore 100. Richard
R Hannan. Plant Eeologist with the
Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission and University graduate will
give the seminar. "The Search for
Natural Areas in Kentucky."
Hannan will discuss the methodology
used by the commission and will have
slides and aerial photographs to accompany his lecture The public Is
invited to attend

Vet interviews
A University student is seeking
Vietnam War veterans for interviews
about their return to the United States
following their tour of duty.
Marlene Pickard, who is conducting
the study for a history class, said that
she is interested In the experiences of
Vietnam War veterans following their
return to the U.S. and how they are
coping with life now. Pickard's address
is 628 Brockton and she can be reached
at 625 5081.

Rapid reading
If you are planning to take standardized, timed, competetive tests this
spring or summer, you may want to
enroll inGSL 111 <l hr > Rapid ReadingStudy Skills scheduled to begin immediately after spring vacation. March
17. Class cards are available in Keith
Building Room 225. Call 822-3659 for
further information

be Richmond gynecologist and obstetrician Dr. Geraldine Spurlin. Her
talk is part of a series sponsored by Eta
Sigma Gamma and will consist of a
discussion of birth control, VI), vaginal
infections, abortion and other topics.
The lecture at 7 p.m. in the Adams
Room of the Wallace Building is open
and free to the public.

Audubon film

Are you interested in learning diverse
views on the current international
siuations? Do you know what the United
States. China and the Soviet Union are
doing in recent months?
Come to the CIRUNA World Affairs
Forum: The Cold War II?. Soviet American - Chinese Power Struggle.
The panelists will be: Dr. Daniel
Nelson. University of Kentucky; Dr.
Abdul Rifai. Berea College: Dr. TaeHwan Kwak. EKU -- moderator. The
iiiruin will meet in the Jaggers Room of
the Powell Building on Wednesday,
Feb. 27 at 7 p.m. Everyone is welcome
to attend

The Eta Alpha Chapter of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity. Inc. will hold
their 7th annual Kappa Week. Feb 19
through Feb. 23.
Tuesday. Feb 19: Monte Carlo Night
7 p.m. in Dupree Hall's Recreation
Room featuring backgammon, black
jack, roulette, poker, etc.
Wednesday. Feb. 20: Chapel Service
featuring the Gospel Choir from
Kentucky State University at 6:30-8
p.m. in the Meditation Chapel.
Thursday. Feb. 21: Greek Step Show
at 5 pm in the Brock Auditorium:
Dance at the Magic Moment.
Friday, Feb. 22: Crimson It Creme
Formal Ball 8pm in the Keen-Johnson
Ballroom with live entertainment.

Health
lecture
"Everything You Would Like to Ask a
Gynecologist" will be answered at a
health lecture Feb 19 The lecturer will

^u'rday* "ef ^uU**io«
Ceremony: Dance at the Magic
Moment.
Tickets for the Crimson A Creme Ball
may be purchased at the door $5 a
couple. S3 a single.

In basketball, it's Ihe l.ady Colonels
vs. Dayton at r> :*l p in and Ihe < olmii-ls
vs. Tennessee Tech at 7 30 p m Both
games will be played in Alumni
Coliseum In swimming, the Eels go
against Ohio State at 3pm in Combs
Natatonum

It's In the bag
Members of SSKIIEA. the University's home ec club
gathered early this week to prepare "goodie packages" for
Valentines Day. Lisa Ford, a senior from Fort Thomas and

(Tiris Semler. a junior from Ironton. Ohio stuff the hags that
will be given out to lucky Valentines today

Florists decorate women's week

RyCHKRYI. JONES
Staff Writer
Skilled female hands trim long thorny
stems off several dark pink roses and
arrange them into an attractive design
where they seem to shoot outward in a
glorious display of color.
Floral design was only one of the
demonstrations given in the agriculture
booth of the Resources Fair during
Women's Awareness Week at the
University • —
Dee l.ance. one of the demonstrators.
stilted that the agriculture depart
ment's involvement in the fair was "to
show what women can do in the field of
agriculture." Because agriculture is

ROAD OF U.S. 25 NORTH

eonsidered manual, not many women
contemplate it as a career.
"Most people, when they think of
agriculture, think of some old- farmer
driving ;i tractor." I.ance laughed.
While the raising of commercial
crops is a large part of the field, there
are numerous other opportunities-all
available to women-in horticulture,
nursery management, dairy farming
and pre-veterinary science. Dr
Householder, who headed the booth,
estimated that one-third of the
University's agriculture students were
female
Householder said that he hoped "to
call attention to the fact that

agriculture and horticulture are no
longer male-dominated fields. We now
have many women graduates in
positions that 10 years ago never
dreamed of a woman being there "

Today might be a good day to slop in
(Jiles Cillers and see two new. exhibits
Members of the art faculty, Charles
Helmuth and Ron Issacs are exhibiting
their works and a ceramic exhibit is on
display
Tuesday, Keb. 19

Along with floral design, the students
who operated the booth, all female,
demonstrated soil testing and landscaping.
They also showed interested spectators how to bonsai plants, bonsai
being the method of training large
plants to exist in small habitats In this
way. trees reduced to a smaller scale
can be arranged to resemble a
miniature Eden

Dr (Jen Spurlin of Richmond will
present a health lecture. "Everything
You
Would
l-ike
to
Ask
■
Oynecologist." at 7 p m in the Adams
Room of the Wallace Building
Wednesday, Keb. 20
Henry Winkler stars in "The line a oil
Only," tonight's University Film Series
presentation II will show at 7 and 9
p in in the Ferrell Room of the Combs
Building
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It looks so much like a rose you 'II
touch it. .
It feels to much like a rose you 'II
smell it.. .
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S3.99 Cut Out LPS Including Selections by Heart.
Pablo Cruise, Rush, Lofgren, Vanelli, Frampton,
Etc. Limited Quantites.
6235058
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^KNOWLEDGEABLE FRIENDLY
SERVICE
^LOW REASONABLE PRICES

Sunday, Keb. 17
(ioldie Hawn and Chevy Chase
teamed up for the madcap comedy,
"Foul Play." which is tonight's movie
in the Ferrell Room of Ihe Combs
Building It shows at 7 and M p m
Monday, Keb. 18

Roses For The One You Love

NAPPY MEADOW
GLADES

Saturday, Keb. 16

Alpha Phi Sigma will hold a meeting
in Conference Room A of the Powell
Building at 5:30 p.m today.

Kappa week

'T"^
In minority group relatio

Friday, Keb. 15
The men's indoor tennis lournamnil
begins today in the Oreg Adams
Building EKU will face Illinois State,
Miami (Ohio) and Kentucky The
women gymnasts take on Ball Stale alK
pm in the Weaver Gym "Death Wish"
will show in the Ferrell Room of Ihe
Combs Building tonight at H and III p in

APS meeting

Theta Chi Fraternity will hold a
carnation sale Feb II, 12 and 14 at the
southside of the Powell Building's first
level. Both red and white carnations
will be sold each day from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m . Lee Bentley. funds chairperson,
said
University associate professor of
sociology Dr. Reid l.uhman. is coauthor of a textbook. "Race and Ethnic
Relations: The Social and Political
Experience of Minority Groups,"
published by Wadsworth this month
The other co-author is Dr. Stuart
Gilman of the University of Richmond,
formerly with the Political Science

Happy Valentine's Day hr i-.ii. i mm
will give her senior student voice
recital in Posey Auditorium at R to
pm Admission is free The University
theatre production. "A Company <il
\\.i\ want Saints." continues tonight in
the (Jifford Theatre through Feb IK It
begins at 7 30 pm For ticket reservations call the theatre box office. :t4H0

CIRUNA panel

Carnation sale

Text published

Today, Feb. 14

A dry land gone wet is the subject of a
National Audubon Society film to be
shown at the University Thursday, Feb.
14. The film at 7:30 p.m. in Hiram
Brock Auditorium is a camera journey
"Into Australia's Red Center."

Open Til 9 30
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After outslopping S.C. State

Colonels still in running
for fourth playoff position
Bv CHRIS EI.SBERRY
Staff Writer
As Ohio Valley Conference play
enters its final two weeks. Ed Byhre*s
Colonels have Rot their work cut out for
ihem Its pure and simple--they can't
lose
"Wo |ust have to take care of our own
games
said Kyhre "When the conference leaders play a lower team, of
course you want them to win. but that's
«omi-thinR you )us' can't worry about
We'll just have 10 take care of our own
business "
Well, getting down to brass tacks, the
(Lionels have to win their last three

games in the conference in order to
have any chance of a tournament berth.
Murray at HI and Western al 7-2 are
already in. bul the last two spots are
still up for grabs between Middle
Tennessee. Morehead and Eastern
Middle 15-31 has to play Murray in
Murfreeshoro hut then has to go on the
road lo Austin Peay. Western and here
at Kastern in concluding its season
Morehead 16-4 • has to play at Tennessee Tech and here against Eastern
in its remaining OVC games while the
Colonels stay at home to face Tech.
Morehead and Middle So all is not lost.
Colonel fans - not yet anyway
In one of the most boring and slop-

Letter chastises
poor officiating
iThe following letter was submitted lo the Progress by Jack
Frost. Features Kditor of the
division of Public Information. It
was sent lo Ralph Stout. Supervisor
of Officials for the Ohio Valley
Conference;
James
Drlaney.
Commissioner of the OVC: Willard
Smith, the referee at the EasternMurrax basketball game: and Doug
Vance. Sports Information Director
at Murray.'

Dear Mr stout.
The story I am about to tell you is
entitled. "The Case of the Missing
Whistle" and stars Willard <no
relation to the motion picture rat of
the same namei with a supporting
cast of Mont of Murray and Dannie
of Kastern
This story unfolds on a cold and
wintry night in Richmond. Ky on
Keb 9, 1980 I am told you were there
in Eastern's Alumni Coliseum along
with nearly 6.000 other witnesses so I
am sure you know the plot of this
story I won't bore you with the
detaiUof this important Ohio Valley
Conference clash between the
Racers of Murray and the Colonels
of Eastern Kentucky because I think
we should get to the climax of this
sad dramatic story
With Murray State holding a 79-78
lead and two seconds remaining on
the clock. Eastern forced a fivesecond violation against the Racers
and took possession of the ball at
their own baseline As a good drama
calls for. everyone in the Coliseum

was either standing or sitting on the
edge of their seals awaiting a fitting
climax tor this exciting game But it
never came Suddenly. Willard the
lost
his
whistle
at
the
very
moment it was needed most Some
observers near the scene said he
swallowed his whistle "
As Donnie of Kastern took the
uibounds pass in the right corner
.mil went up for a jump shot he was
x'paraled from the ball by Mont of
Murray Some called it assault and
battery while others, including
Murray officials and radio broad
casters, thought it should have at
least been called a foul
But the
whistle of Willard s was not lo be
heard
It was simply a case of
"choking" in the clutch on Willard's
part
And because he choked on his
whistle, we will forever be wondering 11 Donnie of Eastern would
have connected on both free throws
to give victory to his team, made
only one lo send the game into
overtime; or missed them both to
preserve the Murray win
Oh. about that "missing" whistle
According lo the story, it took
Willard two gallons of water to
unlodge the whistle from his throat
It reportedly passed naturally two
days later
I guess the moral of this story
would have lo be. if a referee
swallows his whistle he better make
sure it dissolves with water
Sincerely.
JackD Frost .

piesl games the Colonels have played
all season. Eastern simply went
through the motions Monday night in a
84-72 victory over South Carolina Slate
in Alumni Coliseum
Both teams shot horribly from the
field, with the Colonels connecting on
only 41 3 percent from the floor (31-75)
while the Bulldogs were even worse,
only hitting a paltry 31.3 percent (2580)
Senior guard Dave Tierney. rapidly
becoming a crowd favorite, led the
scoring attack for the victors with 23
points, his season high
Tierney
bombed mostly from long range and
i-onnecled on 10-15 shots from the
Coliseum hardwood
However. James Tillman continues
to be plagued by a scoring slump Turk
hit only three of 16 shots on Monday and
had only eight points
Thai caused
Tillman's scoring average to drop down
to 27 7 points a game and his shooting
percentage i which was close (o 55
percent two weeks ago) to fall under 47
percent
"The only good thing about tonight."
said lUhrc. "was that we got to play a
lot of people that haven't had much
playing time this season And. we got to
rest some of our other players and that
should really help us There was just a
tremendous emotional low out there
tonight
1'hat low was undoubtably due to the
heartbreaking, controversial 79-78 loss
to OVC leader Murray last Saturday
Eastern jumped out to an 18-4 lead
hut the scrappy Racer learn refused to
told and
began
its slow,
steady
comeback which was capped al the 4:22
mark of the second half Mont Sleets hit
an 18 footer to give Murray only its
second lead of the entire game, al 71-70
The teams kittled back and forth
until the final minute and that's when
the tun liegan With the Racers leading
77-76. (ilen Creen sank two free throws
In boost the lead up to three at 79-76.
with 13 seconds to play
Donnie Moore's driving l.iyup cut it
kick lo one at 79-78 with only two
seconds lo go as Eastern frantically
screamed for a timeout
When Hie squads came back out on
the court. Murray could not get the ball
inkiunds within the five second limit
lurnover Colonel's hall
"We wanted to get the ball into Dale
Jenkins inside or to Donnie on the
baseline " said Byhre "welf. we got the
kill toDonniein the open and the rest is
histnrv "

Tommy Baker drives over an Austin Peay defender for a
layup in the Colonels' win over the Governors last Thursday
Moore went up for the shot but the
kill did not as it sailed nut of hounds
and the clock showed (l (Ki The game
was over
"I was ionl.il " said Moore "He got
me right across the arms With my
strength the kill just wouldn't slip nut
ol my hands "
As was the case al Murray, fouls
again killed the Colonels The Racers
sank 27 ol 30 charily losses lor as incredible (Ml percent while Eastern could

night Baker has taken over the point guard position in place
of Bruce Jones, who was injured in the Pittsburgh game

only manage 16 of 21 free throws for 76

percent
Last Thursday night the Colonels
kept I heir slim OVC playoff hopes alive
with a M4-79 victory over Austin Peay
James Tillman led the Colonels with 26
l«nnts but Dale Jenkins and Donnie
Morre came off the bench to score 22
points each
The status of Bruce Jones' ankle inlury is slill unknown The junior was
injured in the Pittsburgh game on Keb

4 and lias nol played since
"Right now I'd say he's indefinite .
' Inlil the swelling goes down, we're
not uning In do anything with him "
The ( olonels go on the road for the
final lime tonight when they lace
Akron The Zips will he out for revenge
following a 122 74 blowout at the hands
of the Colonels on Jan 19 Then the
Colonels come home to lace IIVC rival
Tennessee Tech Saturday night al 7 :it)
p m in the ( oliseiini
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offering freedom of belief. The use of

AUTHENTIC
CANTONESE A
CHINESE FOOD

reason in the pursuit of truth, and

• PARTY ROOM SERVING UP TO 80 GUESTS
• LUNCHEON SPECIALS M0N ■ FRI
•CARRY OUT. CATERING

tolerance of dissent.
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4S9 EASTERN BY PASS
RICHMOND

Richard McDonald (Owner)
Crlckttt Portwood
Sh«.la Nound
Valerie Kerby
Mary Anderson

OPEN 8 TIL ?

130 EAST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475
(606) 623-2300
NEXT TO LEE'S LITTLE INN
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Unitarian Universalist
P of Richmond
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FRIED CHICKEN
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Model KP-8005
| In-Dash Cassette with Super tuner AM/FM Stereo.

The taste that made
the South love chicken
at prices chicken-lovers love.
ALL DAYWEDNESDAY

U.S. 25
SOUTH
NEXT TO
CLARKMOORES
SCHOOL

KP-8005 In-dash
cassette with AM/FM stereo.
Supertunerf1 Muting switch. Stereo/mono switch.
5-station pre-set pushbutton tuning. Locking fast
forward and rewind. Automatic replay. One year
limited warranty parts and labor.

NOW $189 95

REG. $249.95

Regular *2.56 Value
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EXPERT
INSTALLATION

'Richmond'* Auto Sound Center"

FINANCING
AVAILABLE
90 days game aa cash

OUTHOUSE ELECTRONICS
717 BIG HILL AVE.

PHONE 623 7135

COMPLETE DINNER
Our Second

Includes: 3 Pieces Honey-Dipped Fried Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes and (iravy. Cole Slaw and One
Hoi Butter-Tastin Biscuit.

Location Eastern By-Pass

Copyright 1977
Famouf Recipe
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Lady Colonels fall short
53-51 after desperate rally
By JKKKSMII.KY

percent while Eastern was equally
frigid with 21 of 65 for 32.3 percent.
Grieb scored 13 points and grabbed 16
rebounds, both team highs, while
Johnson tallied 12 points. Sandra Mukes
hit double figures with 10. Wermuth had
eight. Liirctta Coughlin scored six and
Sue Carroll added two to complete the
Colonels' scoring.

SporC» Krtilor

I

\i? rally by Eastern's Lady
fell just short in the final
as the 1-ouisville Cardinals
iiway with a 53-51 victory
lay night at Alumni Coliseum,
ler Tina Wermuth tied the game at
II with 12:20 to play, the visitors
iloyed a full-court press to force
Imerous
Eastern
turnovers,
luisville scored 12 unanswered points
stretch the lead lo 50-38 and the
'nlonels could never overcome that
'margin.
Diane Johnson's 12-footer with just
under a minute left was the final basket
<if the game but the excitement did not
end. After a missed shot by the Cardinals. Wermuth fired a 20 footer which
bounced out of bounds with time running out on (he 30-second clock and the
Colonels appeared to be dead with only
10 seconds remaining.
However, the Colonels forced a
turnover with seven seconds left and
not one more chance. Sandy Grieb.
Eastern's leading scorer on the night,
launched a jumper from deep in the
corner which bounced high off the rim.
preserving the Cardinal win.
Poor shooting plagued both teams for
Ihe entire game Louisville connected
on 21 of M attempts for a cool 328

Louisville's Joan Burks led all
scorers with 15 points and was the only
player to go the entire 40 minutes.
The Colonels host Dayton Saturday
night in a 5:15 p.m. contest, then travel
to two away games before returning
home Eeb. 23 to entertain Ohio Valley
Conference champs Middle Tennessee
in the final home contest of the season

«"t

New position opened
in athletic department
Director of Athletics Donald Combs is
now accepting applications for the
position of athletic business manager
"We're looking for an energetic
person with both a business and athletic
background who has demonstrated an
ability to successfully work with the
public and educational community,"
Combs said. "This person should also
have attained his bachelor's degree."
Responsibilities for the position of
athletic business manager will include:
-Ordering, pre-season distribution,
sale and accounting of tickets for
athletic contests.
--Ordering and record-keeping
relative to the purchase of all athletic
equipment.

**

'«

i

-Coordinating athletic travel which
would include, transportation, meals,
and lodging, as well as traveling with
teams when appropriate.
--Record-keeping relative to all
medical and insurance payments and
claims.
--Assisting
with
the
game
management at all home athletic
contests, including set-up, ticket
sellers, ticket takers, security and
custodial personnel.
Interested applicants should send a
resume, transcript, list of references
and letters of recommendation to:
Donald Combs, Director of Athletics,
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond. Ky. 40475.
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Tl
(iuard Rita Taylor hits the floor during the Lady Colonels 57-53 victory over
Murray Saturday night l.oretta (Coughlin led the team with IS points

Taking a rest

APPA ALPHA PSil
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Crimson and Cream Rail

"Special"
Italian Style
Spaghetti Dinner

Friday. Feb. 22. 1980 8:00 p.m.
Keene Johnson Ballroom

htclmdf Salad Bmr,
Roll A Butter
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Every Monday 4 till 7

$187
Bee Refills On Drinks
Purchased With This Dinner
Serving Daily Till 7:00 - Sunday Till S 00
It's a casual relationship, made to last.
Because il S all easy when you ve ^ot
both feet firmly in Dexters. 1 he son
leathers The smooth styling. And
the feeling that the
worlds at your feet
/O It's definitely
Dexter

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center

Happy Valentines Day
From The Progress
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To My Baruch,
Our future ahead is a bright
one. Happy Valentines Day,
sweetie
I love you severely,
Roberta
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It's fun & exciting .
.
no wonder everyone is
roller skating nowadays!
Kappa Alpha Theta says
"We love our pledesBarb, Mary Kay, Julie, Jean,

NICK KR0PACEK
Marshia, Shannon, Karen,
YOUR ATLANTIS FOUND
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Sunday 2-4
Wednesday Night 7-9
$

2.50

Friday & Saturday 6-10
$

3.50

• Available For Groups •

Jim's Roller Aren
LANCASTER RD.

624-1474
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Records fall as Colonels
place well at Mason-Dixon
B> DEAN HOI.T
(il> Minor
Two new Kastern's women's track
records and one new meet record were
established by Colonel track team
members last Kriday in the MasonHixon intercollegate match held at
Freedom Hall in Louisville
Teri Seippel won the ammeter dash
with a time of 1:36.2 which set both new
school and Mason Dixon records
Holly Foster finished fourth in the fiOmeter hurdles at 8 9. which qualifies
her for the National Indoor Track Meet
Her time also broke the previous school
record, said Sandy Martin, head track
coach.
In the 80-meter dash. Andrea Taylor
finished third while Sharon Walker was
fourth Taylor's time was 7.5 while
Walker finished with a7.52 time Both
team members wore running in the

same preliminary heat when those
times were established
Deanne Madden recorded her best
effort this year in the high jump
competition with a jump of 5" 6".
Sandra Ward finished seventh in the
long jump with her 17' 4" jump.
Paula Gaston ran the mile in 5:06
while Teri Spears finished the 1000meter run at 3:19
In the :moo-meter run Becky Crawley
finished at II 59 The officials for the
run made an error. Martin said, which
resulted in the participants running one
extra lap
Vicki Hulette. Sharon Walker. Andrea Taylor and Cathy Bartlett ran the
mile relay with a time of 4 21.
The women's track team was the
I 'Diversity's only representative at the
meet The men's track team was
originally scheduled to accompany the

Procrastination

women's team to the meet, but confusion over weather forecasts led to
their remaining at the University.
Martin said that the men's team was
scheduled to leave before the women's
team for the match Early weather
forecasts for Friday indicated that
heavy snowfall was coming towards
Kentucky and University official
cancelled their departure
A new forecast received later called
lor less snowfall and the women's team
was allowed to leave for the meet
The next meet for the women will be
this Saturday at II a.m. in an invitational at the University of Tennessee Martin predicted that the team
would perform well in the 60-meter
hurdles. 60-meter dash, the mile run.
and the high and long jumps

The team will have three members in
each event, she said

J«ff Ml«y
It is called by some "the mark of.
the devil "
Journalists are supposed to be
the best in the world at it.
Whatever cliche is attached to it.
procrastination has infected the
Colonel basketball team this
season.
The result is that Coach Ed
Byhre's team has put off playing
its best until the end of the season.
Subsequently, the team finds itself
securely locked into' fifth place in
the Ohio Valley Conference, a
league full of teams which all seem

to be gearing their seasons toward
the big game with the defending
champs.
Morehead, always satisfied to
win only one game a year if that
win is over Eastern, knocked off
the Colonels with alarming ease 8574. Middle Tennessee came up with
a special defense for James
"Turk" Tillman and Tommy
Baker and thrashed the punchless
Colonels 79-64.
Western, still with a strongly
incurred wrath brewing over last
year's OVC Championship, out-

Gymnastics team places third
in tri-meet at Kent State
B\ \IO\U \KKIKKR
Staff Writer
In what head coach Agnes Chnet7
herg described as a 'mediocre per
formance." the women's gymnastics
learn linished third in a In meet bet
«ifn Eastern Michigan Stale and Kent
State Saturday in Kent. Ohio
Kent State set a team record, winning
Ihe meet with 137 05 points Kastern
Michigan was second with 129 45 points
and Kastern had 122 90
"They were Iwo good teams." said
t'hriet/herg 'We just performed
mediocre and when you perform
mediocre you get a mediocre score
' We had a really good warm up
before the meet bul then just had a had

meet." she added
Khonda Wilkerson scored highest for
the Colonels in the all-around com
la'titinn having 31 in points hut this
score was not good enough to place in
the meet Floor exercise was Ihe
women's strongest event, according to
ihriet/herg. as l«iura Spencer finished
fourth with an H 5. Wilkerson grabbed
fifth place with an R 4, and Cheryl
Itehne had an K :l
mher highlights included Spencer
having an « » on the balance beam and
Itehne scoring an H 15 on vaulting
"We really learned a lot last
weekend." commented Chrietzberg
There was a large crowd and we were
l«'rliirming in a brand new gymnastic
lacilitv, winch was exciting

According to Chnetzberg. the women
are now going to work on using their
time more effectively in practice.
concentrating more without so many
distractions, and building muscle endurance for the last parts of their
various routines
"Kach gymnast has individual
goals."
Chrietzberg
remarked
"They're going to try and relax and
work agressively "
"We haven't reached our peak yet we're si ill lining better in practices than
m meets - hut we're coming along."
she added
The Colonels, idle this weekend,
travel to Bloomington. Ind , Feb 22. for
,i dual meet with Indiarta University

Netters weak in tournament
By .IF.FFSMII.KV
Sports Kdilor
Thc Colonels' men's tennis team
spent Ihe weekend in Kenlake for the
Ohio Valley Conference Indoor
(liamptomhtps and came away with
only one win in five matches
Jeff Ztrm Ihe Colonels' number one
seed, won his team's only match of the
tournament with an opening round win
over Akron's Don Harris. 7-5. 6-2 Zinn
lost in the quarterfinals to Murray's
Terje Persson 6-4. 6-3 in one of the
team's three losses to the Kacers.
Kibb l-andrum. playing at Eastern's
number two position, lost his opening

match to Murray's Mails l.jungren 6-4.
1.1 Uindrtim then fell to Austin Peay's
Don Carhone 7-6. 6-3 in the consolation
round
The Colonel doubles team of Zinn and
Oavtri ('■hanayam. which gave
Morehead'steam of Richard leslieand
Nick 1-ce a hard time last week a'
home, was very disappointing in a 6-0.
7-6 loss to Murray's Koger Bertlione
and MikeCostigan. a team which lost to
Ihe Colonels al the number Iwo position
in last week's dual meet Zinn and
(thanayam then lost in the consolation
round lo Western's Jeff (inla and Hakki
< tygencl 6 4. 6-3

StrflZZA
of fitrtimunfj

The doubles performances inspired
head coach Tom Higgins to say. "A
change in number one doubles might be
imminent "
However. Higgins said he was
pleased with the meet in general.
"We got to weigh out the strengths of
other learns in the conference." he said
"Our strengths lie more in the depth of
our learn." noting that only the top
three players were taken
The team. 1-1 on the season in dual
meets, will host the University of
Kentucky. Miami of Ohio and Illinois
Slate this weekend at the Greg Adams
Tennis Center

Colonel center Dave Bootcheck comes down with a rebound in the one-point loss
to conference leader Murray Saturday at the Coliseum l photo by Steve Brown)

slugged Eastern 74-62 in the varm.
neighborly confines of Oddle
Arena
And then there's Murray Tiese
guys really must have somethng
going right, winning the confereice
title in football and setting a cram
course for that same title n
basketball What they don't have i;
procrastination.
If it is the mark of the devil,
Byhre might be calling an exorcist
about this time.
As things stand right now. the
Colonels will only be in control of
their own fate if they beat
Morehead by more than 11 points,
the margin of the Eagles' win at
Morehead Otherwise, Eastern
must have help from other teams if
it is to make the tournament.
Should there be a tie for a playoff
spot i as was the case last year
when four teams tied for second)
the berth would go In the team with
the best record over the upper
division teams Last year Western
got the second place berth by
virtue of its two regular season
wins over Eastern.
The most likely possibility this
year is for Western and Eastern
both to beat Middle, dropping the
Blue Raiders to five losses Should
that be the case and should the
Colonels win the remainder of their
conference games. Eastern would
receive the berth due to its win
earlier in Ihe season over Western,
which will most likely finish first or
second.
But. if Eastern. Middle and
Morehead win the remainder of
their own games, even if the
Colonels win the games between
the teams, then things look pretty,
dim regarding Eastern's chances
of repeating as OVC champs
Snow - or at times, the threat of
It - hampered the schedules of four
minor sports (his past weekend
Ironically, the women's track
team was granted permission to
make the 90 minute trip to
Louisville after the forecast for the
winter storm was changed.
It could only happen during
Women's Awareness Week

C. & IB. HQAUCIH
"We're Kentucky's barge* Jeweler"
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Spaghetti can, l.asauna
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441 SHOPPERS VILLAGE
Eastern ByPass
623-7154

We're Buying Gold and Silver
• Class rings
•Wedding bands
• Gold & silver chains
and other jewelry

• Dental gold
•Coins
• Sterling flatware
• Sterling holloware

At our Richmond Location
Eastern By-Pass

1 ropi Ian
Richmond's Only
Tanning Salon
(Private Dressing Rooms & Tanning Booths)

Be Prepared For Your Vacation!!
Start your tan at Tropi Tan now and enjoy your first day in
the tropical sun without fear of burning!!

Just 3 Weeks Till Spring Break!
1 Min. In Our Booth=l Hour In The Sun
Come Visit Us
For More Information Call 623-8969 or Come On In!
Upper Level Portei Pla/a
(Behind lerry 5)

NO APPT. NECESSORY

"Special"
Baiter Dipped
Fish Dinner
With Cole Slaw. Potato,
RoU * Butler

Open Monday-Saturday 10 til 6
No Phone Calls Please

\

ALL YOV CAN EAT

Open 10 • 9 00 Weekdays
10-6 00 Saturdays

Every Tuesday 4 till 7

S247
Free Refills On Drinks
Purchased With This Dinner
Serving Daily Till 7:00 - Sunday Till 5:00

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center

Professional

Service

Contact Lens
(Downtown)

228 WEST MAIN

Eye Examinations And Glasses
In Same Office
All Type Of Contact Lens Available
/-ALL WORK DONE BY PROFESSIONALS

Phone 623-3367
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Artistically Speaking

Lovers
Lelion seems, much the same as
Evelyn, to laugh at the foolishness
of the love of the couple. Once
again I say. at least in the first act.
As the company first trys to tell
the story of man, the couple of
lovers play Adam and Eve.
The entire scene is played with a
tongue - in - cheek attitude.
Eve. as played by Evelyn
iBIedsoei initiates this attitude
with snide comments to Adam
played by Leloin <Sowell)
While he trys to set the scene,
she complains about his cold feet
and then does a stereotyped Eve
who is wrangled into tasting the
forbidden fruit by the crafty serpent played by a delightful Jackie
Hall.
The two characters hit their
height in the scene in an American
wilderness at the hirth of their
child. By this time in the play the
troupe has gotten back together
and it is functioning at top speed
The emotion in this scene is
enough to carry the entire play
Richard Cox assists as the
learned doctor in a backward
mountain area who consoles and
contemplates with John, the father
to-be.
The scene is explained as one
every father goes through when the
woman he loves goes through the
birth process by herself John
agonizes over the trauma of Anne,
his wife, as she begins the story of
man
The scene climaxes in a few
touching moments after the birth
as Anne confesses that she never
felt that she loved him enough and
that she is not competent enough to
handle a child
The wise doctor explains to John
that no person at the birth of their
child truely feels that they are
capable of handling parenthood
I.CIM» •• John at thte point
makes a slip of the tongue and calls

Just in lime (or Valentine's Day
the University Theatre's new
production, "A Company of
Wayward Saints." offers the
audience a set of lovers true to the
word.
The two touch a strain of sentimentality that is deep within all
of us.
Cynthia Bledsoe of Richmond
plays Isabella, the Innamorata of
the Commedia Dell'Arte Theater.
In the company performing the
plays inside the play is Evelyn Gail
Thompson, who has a bit more
daring and brash manners than her
eternally - in - love character
She introduces herself with the
sorrowful tale of the stereotyping
that she is subjected to because of
her sweet and innocent character.
She laments that men believe she is
true to the virtuous character
She is seen in the lomedy of the
sixteenth century as a learned and
beautiful woman in perfect love but
Evelyn holds a sort of distaste for
the character, at least in the first
act of the play
Mark Sowell of Louisville plays
Tristano, the Lover, another of the
classic characters of the Cornmedia Dell'Arte Theater.
The traditional lover was a
natural foil for the major comic
actors He seemed to be just a little
silly in his constant preoccupation
with his love"
The great advantage of the
Commedia Dell'Arte lover was his
handsome face which, unlike all
the other actors, except Isabella,
wears no mask.
The actor of Tristano in the
company is Scott Lelion whom
Sowell plays with a great sense of
self-satisfaction bordering on
conceit.
Tristano's clothing tells a story
with gathered pants, full shirt, sash
and high hoots

Anne by her real name.
At this vital point in the play it
becomes obvious that they have not
only created a new play but they
have found themselves in the
process.
The power of the emotional
performance radiates throughout
the audience. Tony, the director of
I he company, notes that the patron
is not smiling or laughing but
rather weeping. Undoubtedly most
of the audience will weep with him.
From this scene forward it is
difficult for the audience to
determine whether it is truely the
finest in acting or the tiny cupid in
each of us wishing that the actors
are truely in love
Yes. the scenes with the lovers do
tread dangerously near the edge of
the pit of melodrama mushiness
but they are played with such skill
and fevor. that this is only considered when the viewers are
trying to talk themselves out of
shedding a tear at the depth of pain
John is enduring and the burden of
mult Anne is carrying.
All in all. it is truely a play to
enjoy, particularity because of the
excellent roles and the talented
acting of the two lovers
I or What It's Worth
Alice Lloyd College is sponsoring
its First Annual National Works on
Paper exhibition For additional
information contact Susan Patton.
Art Department. Alice Lloyd
College, Pippa Passes, Ky 41844
Auditions for 'The Stephen
Foster
Story." *a
summer
production in My Old Kentucky
Home State Park, will be held
from 9 a in until noon on March 8
at the Bardstown High School For
more information contact: The
Stephen Foster Story, P.O. Box D.
Bardstown. Ky. 40004

A viewer in Giles Gallery pensively louche* one of the works
on display. The show, featuring works of Charles Helmuth

and Ronald Isaacs who are professors of art at the University, will be open until Feb. 18 in the Gallery

Show open until Feb. 18

Issacs, Helmuth works on
exhibit in Campbell's Giles
BvDFRBIF. WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
An exhibition featuring the works of
Ron Issacs and Charles Helmuth.
members of the art faculty, opened
Feb 4 in Giles Gallery.
Issacs. whose works are somewhat of
a cross between paintings and sculp
lure, plays upon combining elements
within his works that in the logical
sense, do not belong.
Using Finnish birch plywood and oil
acrylics, he concentrates upon forms
which are visually and psychologically
workable Within pieces such as
"Smoking Jacket" and "Rose of Sharon
Box" Issacs displays this concept. The
elements in each of these works seem
illogically paired, yet visually, they are
harmonious and psychologically acceptable

Using
vintage
clothing,
old
photographs, flowers and soft, muted
color, he leans toward nostalgia in
many of his works.
It would be easy to believe that Issacs
is trying to convey a profound message

Review
within his work, yet this is not the case.
Though his works seem to do just that,
he stressed that his work is visual only - with a touch of mystery.
Helmuth's display consists of a
recently completed series of paintings
in which the subjects of faces taken

from turn-of-the-century French
paintings.
With faces from Derain's "Self
Portrait." "Portrait of Matisse." and
Matisse's "Gypsy." he has enlarged
each face, using detail and remaining
faithful to the original artist's brush
strokes.
Within later paintings, such as
Manet's "Olympia," and Cafe Singer
Wearing a Glove." by Degas. Helmuth -j ■
uses more personal interpretation^-^
within his work
Using Impressionistic brush strokes
and bright acrylic oil colors, he makes
his brush strokes interesting within
themselves, as they move in many .
directions to form the total protrait
Both artists offer an enjoyable visual
display Their works will be exhibited
until Feb. 18.
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BE ON THE BOARD Of DIRECTORS AT 22.
Think of a ship as a corporation, and it's not farfetched at
all. A destroyer may have
fifteen officers, other ships
even fewer. Even the most
junior officer gets to share in
running the show.
You become part of the
management team when you
get your commission as an
ensign after just 16 weeks of
leadership training at Officer
Candidate School.
Choose to be a Navy officer
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immediately.
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further advanced schooling.
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oceanography to inventory
management. In graduate
school, this training would
cost you thousands, but in
the Navy, we pay you.
Ask your Navy representative about officer opportunities, or mail this coupon for
more information. Or call
toU-f ree 800-841-8000 (in G A
call toll-free 800-342-5855).
There's no obligation, and
you 11 learn about an excellent
way to start a career in
management. As a college
graduate you can get management experience in any industry. But you'll get it sooner—
and more of it—in the Navy.
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Movies in Ferrell all week

'One' is number of the week
in University Film Series
Two movies this week include the
word "one" in their titles undoubtedly
to push them toward ■ top turnout and a
number one ratinR
Paramount Pictures" "The One and
(inly", a wild and zany love story
starring Henry Winkler and Kim Darby
and directed by Carl Reiner, will be
shown in the Ferrell Room Feb 19 and
20 at 7 and 9pm
The film centers around a young man
who dreams of stardom and leaves
college to pursue fame and fortune,
searching for it in the most unlikely of
arenas.
(Jene Saks, who won the Tony Award
as Best Director of a Musical last year,
portrays
a
pathetically
cynical
wrestling promoter Starring in "The
One and Only" is Henry Winkler. best
known to millions around the world as

"Konzie" of the highly successful
Paramount TV series "Happy Days."
Kim Darby, who stars with him. has
.ippeared in such films as "True Grit."
The Strawberry Statement" and
"Norwood."
Produced by Steve Coeson and David
V
Picker from
Cordon's original
screenplay with
Robert Halmi
as
executive producer, the film
also
features William Daniels. Harold
Could. Polly Holliday and Herve
Villechaize as Milton
Rona Barret) of ABC-TV rated "One
An One" as "A must see'"
often compared with the all-time hit
"Rocky" the film concerns a young
basketball player who stands up for his
beijefl and beats the fiercely competitive and corrupt college-sports

system
Robby Benson stars in the film with
Annette O'Toole. It was directed by
lamonl Johnson
It will be showing in the Ferrell Room
at 7 and 9:30 pm
Thursday and
Friday. Feb 21 and 22.
Also showing this week are three
other films.
,
"Coin'South'* will be showing Feb. 13
and 14 at 7 and 9 p.m
"Foul Play" another detective film
with rave reviews will be showing Feb.
lfi-18 at 7 and 9pm
Death Wish with the well-known
tough guy. Charles Kronson. will be
showing Friday. Feb 15at8and 10 p.m.
Coming up next week will be "Oh.
Cod." "Deliverance" and "Murder on
the Orient Kxpress."

Saints of sorts
James Christian sings as Richard Cox accompanies him on
the guitar in the current University Theater production. "A
Company of Wayward Saints." Christian plays Harlequin.

the manager of the troupe, and Cox plays Dottore. the
learned one (photo by Brian Potts)

Jinks emphasizes fun in dance,
learning by doing
B\ MARY ANN MCQUNN
Staff Writer
"Everybody should dance There is a
type of dance for everyone " Such is the
opinion of Virginia Jinks, assistant
Professor of physical education.
In class. Jinks emphasizes the ideas
of having "fun with dance"
and
"learning by doing." For example, in a
recent "Heritage of Dance" class, the
students discussed the use of masks in
primitive dance
After the discussion the students
made their own masks, gave them
names and discussed what the masks
meant to themselves and to each other.
Charles Bronson is surrounded by police in a scene from the
movie
Death Wish" which is showing on campus Friday
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them, manuscripts, resumes, etc Can
Jett Secretarial Service* (23 3227

CRUISESHIPS'
SAILING
EX
PEDtTIONS' SAILING CAMPS No
esperience Good pay Summer
Career NATIONWIDE* WORLDWIDE I
Send M H tor APPLICATION INFO
REFERRALS to CRUISEWORLD 03
Boa 60129. Sacramento. CA MMO
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GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses anthro

He was a poor black
sharecropper's son who
never dreamed
he was
adopted.

oology, art. bilingual educa
tion,

folk

music

and

folk

ence, sociology. Spanish Ian

it

Jinks added that experience was not
necessary and that the beginner was
welcome The class may be taken for
credit
In her spare time Jinks enjoys
traveling, knitting and folk dancing
She has participated in folk dance tours
of Greece and Yugoslavia She also
enjoys photography
Jinks has been teaching here since
1963
She previously taught both
elementary and high school physical
education classes and has worked with
the physically handicapped at the
Illinois Children's Hospital School She
is originally from Dayton, Ohio.
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That
Can
Help
Goodyear Service Store
We help you go with confidence.
Mechanic! certrlmd by the National
Institute lor Automotive Service
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515 Eastern ByPass 623 3670

Paul's Barber Shop

guage and literature and intensive Spanish Six -week session

June 30 August 8.
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Campus Cleaners

Barger's Exxon

Jock's 1 Hour Cleaner-

Student prices Quality laundry,and
cleaning Located in the Powell
build ino

Quick Service. Tire Sales. Dependable
Towing Service. •'We'll coma out and
atart your car."
EKUBy PaeePh 623-1711
Richmond. Ky.

suede Leather Service
Drapery Cleaning
Alterations Storage
Mon Sal 7:30am 5:30p.m.
206 Water, Richmond, 623 6244
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Write
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Summer School
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Robert L. Nugent 209
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721

DIAL 623 8884

CAMPUS CLEANERS located lower level of Powell
professional laundry services.

Room

and board in Mexican home.

HC

WEST MAIN STRF.r. I

As an adviser to the Eastern fiance
Theatre. Jinks is currently spending
five nights a week with the group in
rehearsal for the Spring Dance Concert
to be held March 27 through March 29 in
Gilford Theater
The organization also sponsors group
daace technique classes on Tuesday

and Thursday nights These classes are
open to all students who have an interest in modern dance

dance, history, political sci

STEVE
MARTIN.
Ihejfifc
A UNIVERSE PICTURE
f STJD'OS

Look
out

"0/968. *414

MPUN

Outside NT Stale Only Call TOIL FREE 100-223 1712
Ceet-rs la Maker Ut Cities. Toronto Pusrto «ko rt liejeee, brimma*

In addition to teaching. Jinks also
serves as a contributing editor to the
Kentucky Association for Health,

Physical Kducation and Recreation
Journal iK A.H.P.E.R.).
One article she submitted to the
publication entitled "Dance and
Sexism" dealt with society's attitude
toward men in dance
"I would like to see more men in
dance." she commented "It's easier
for a man to start later as to performing
professionally. TV has opened
up
dance." Jinks added

(602) 626-4729
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Saints march into G iffor d this week
in Com media Del F Arte production
By MAKKIT \ SHKI BlIRNK
Arts Editor
The Saints go marching on in <;if ford
theater this week.
In the new play entitled "A Company
of Wayward Saints" by George Herman
showing through Saturday night. Dr.
■lay Fields directs nine actors in a I960
Commedia Dell'Arte production.
Commedia Dell'Arte was a type of
theater popular in the sixteenth century
Italy which was comprised of a
traveling troupe of actors who improvised as they got into each town
.ilong their circuit
The groups contained many of the
same type of characters who although
they played different people played the
same sort of dilemma and situation.
Those characteristic types of the
Commedia Dell'Arte troupe which are
included in "A Company of Wayward
Saints" are Harlequin, the beggar and
somewhat of the leader. Scapino. the
acrobat and the student of the master of
eomedy; I'antalone. the old man; the
Captain, the warrior: the Doctor, the
learned one: Tristano the Lover: and
Innamorata
or
Isabella.
the
sweetheart
All the actors, except the lover and
the Innamorata used masks in the
original Commedia Dell'Arte performances
The play is about a group of actors
who get into town 11960 Richmond) and
set out to put on a play in the Commedia
Dell'Arte style. They are completely
unprepared and thus the curtain goes
up on a cluttered stage and harried
troupe
A wealthy patron offers tham the fare
home if they will preform a particular
scenerio for him. His request is the
story of man.

Kach actor is playing an actor who
plays a character of the Commedia
Dell'Arte theatre who plays several
different characters in a series of small
plays
True, this seems to point to a possible
frustration on the audience's part and
perhaps even the actor's.
Rut. despite the seeming confusion of
the program and the introduction of the
play, the actors make it quite clear as
to their parts, places and intentions at
all times.

Review
James Christian as Tony Gerard
plays a character the audience lovehates. His seeming incompetence with
the company is disgusting but his
manner and humor as Harlequin is
charming.
Christian brings an arrogant theme
to the stage as Tony that some of the
audience may find a bit grating on the
senses.
Janet Berry, as Janet Bere'. Tony's
wife, is the perfect nasal-tone nag.
Often during the play Berry's facial
expressions say as much as her sharplongued comments.
When pitted against Janet, Tony is at
a marked disadvantage though he too
gets in some cutting remarks at his
wife's expense.
Jackie Hall, as Scapino. the acrobat,
is the perpetually Jovial seventeenyear-old as he explains in his introduction
Hall, as B.J. Smith in the troupe,
plays the character true to its intentions. He seems a bit of a misfit in a
traveling group of entertainers with his
little boy looks and interests.

As B.J. he romps around the stage
with a radio playing the hits of the
seventies, eating and sleeping through
the rearrangement of the stage.
As Scapino. he skips throughout the
entire threater laughing, teasing and
being a general prankster. Hall plays
the role with light-hearted style and a
sense of sincere enjoyment.
Hall amuses the audience in a light
comic way unlike any other actor.
His prime moments of acting come
during the adolescence scene where he
plays Tom Sawyer on the banks of the
Mississippi. This scene is done in a
Readers Theatre style with great
success.
Cynthia Bledsoe. as Evelyn Gail
Thompson, creates an opposite opinion
from her Commedia Dell'Arte
character, the sweetheart Isabella.
She performs a difficult feat of acting
by playing a character who is playing a
role that she feels is unfair to her
personal image.
She is charming, learned and a trifle
sarcastic in such a sweet way one must
still adore the character of Isabella and
admire the actress Bledsoe.
Mark Sowell. the other half of the
lovers, is the somewhat cocky Scott
I .el ion of the company. As Tristano, the
lover, he plays a frustrated Adam
because of his uncooperative Eve and
an emotional John in the American
wilderness.
Sowell shows great versatility in his
acting as he aptly characterizes the
confidence of Scott, the seriousness of
Adam and the agony of John.
Richard Cox. was perfectly cast in
the role of Michael E Gardner. Dottore, the learned one. He is most convincing as a man of intelligence and
pomp as well as the doctor of the hills

who knows the limits of his capabilities
and understanding.
Robyn Spangler as Aleena Denute'
seems to make no substantial additions
to the play except her catty remarks
until she becomes Belle in the
adolescence scene with Hall.
She displays a great difference from
her Commedia Dell'Arte character.
Ruffiana. the tart, as well as a great
deal of acting skill as she carefully
winds her way into Tom Sawyer's affections.
As Michael and Tony marvel at how
their Ruffiana discovered the particular dialect and mannerisms as do
the audience She does a complete
reversal of roles.
As the braggard warrior, Capitano,
Michael Stephens plays Bobbie Young
of the troupe. The captain is, as Michael
Stephens creates the character, increasingly bragging and cowardly.
As all the actors did their best job in
the last section of playlets, Stephens is
excellent as the captain in the last
scene, "Death" where he plays a man
caught between choices.
Mark Miles is Max Suiza, who plays
Pantalone. the old man. Miles does his
major work of the play as LlweUyn in
the marriage scene.
His acting is full of wit and style.
The costumes of the play which fit the
mood excellently were designed by
Judie Snider.
Jim Knight did the lighting and sets.
The lighting seemed to have definite
deficits but it rearely took real value
away from the performance.
The set which seems bare and
somewhat void to the audience proves
itself appropriate to the play.
Victoria Bosley is the stage manager
Tamsen Pappas is the assistant to the
director.

Louisvillian's work on KET Saturday
l.ouisvillian Marsha Norman's
television
drama,
"It's
The
Willingness." airs on KET Saturday.
1-Yh 16 at 9 p.m as the second program
in the new "Visions" series.
Bonnie Bartlett, R.G Armstrong.
George Hearn and Mary Beth Hurt star
in the yo minute program, produced by

Come To

KCKT I .os Angeles.
Poverty, unemployment, family
jealousies and tragic events all intertwine in the thoughts of family
members as they come together for a
memorial service two years after their
mother's death.
As they converge on the small house

ill

*V**

Oak." which was produced by Actor's
Theatre of Louisville. Currently, she is
producing scripts for television's
"Skag."
Kentucky children have been exposed
to Norman's work through KET's
"Word Feathers," a primary reading
series for first graders.

Brown chairs benefit
show by Pops-Mancini
Phyllis George Brown will serve as
honorary chairperson of the benefit
aspects of the Boston Pops-Henry
Mancini performance in Lexington on
Feb 16.
The 1 .exi ngton Council of the Arts will
share in the proceeds of the Pops
performance presented by Michael
Productions Inc. in Rupp Arena on
Saturday, Feb. 16. The Pops performance in Huntington. W. Va. on Feb.
15 will benefit the Huntington Arts
Council.

It is hoped the concert will draw
community attention to the diversity
and vitality of arts organizations in the
Lexington area. Brown accepted
honorary chairpersonship of the benefit
to increase awareness of the growing
importance of arts councils regionally
and across the state.
Ticket prices for the concert are $15.
$10 and $8. Sales are being conducted
through the Lexington Center Ticket
Office at 432 West Vine St.. Lexington.
Ky. 40507.
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where they used to live, pent-up
emotions about their mother, their
father's new wife and the hard times
brought about by the Depression
overflow.
Norman has written two plays"Getting Out," which had a successful
off-Broadway run and "Third and

Jackie Hall gazes upward disgustedly at Cynthia Bledsoe who assumes an
unusual seat as the troupe of which he plays B.J and she plays Evelyn prepares
for the beginning of their performance in the play. "A Company of Wayward
Saints." now on stage in Gifford through Saturday night (photo by Brian Potts)
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hearts on red Matching bikinis
7 to 13 S12. The long white gown
with stde slits carries its
we red hearts
7 to 13 S16
Both m poly'cotton
February
share a vary
special pizza
with
a special friend

205 Geri Lane
623-4267
Impulsive and impetuous

r, BONANZA

- \

Shoppers Village (Beside Big K)

message in jumbo

Mar-Tan
Optical, Inc.

$197

^f/Under $2 Dollars Night^

RIBEYE M"
Includes baked polaloe or fries,
soup and bread.

Eastern By Pan

Under *2 Dollars Night
CHOPPED STEAK

*-.

3fe< }:*7*t>

'mm

\

Coupon Good Mon. Fob. 18
4 9:30 P.M. Only

Includes baked polaloe or fries,
soup and bread.

FREE
DRINK
WITH !

BONANZA
■ BjIPiCOUPONl

Coupon Good Thurs. Fob. 14
4 - 9:30 P.M. Only
Bring This Coupon For A

Eaatarn By-Paaa

FREE SOFT DRINK

/linder «2 Dollars Nigrrt\ (
CH0PED STEAK
4189
Includes baked potato or fries,
soup and bread.

I!

J

BONANZA
By

Under '2 Dollars Night

Coupon Good Wod. Fob. 20 i
4 9:30P.M. Only
Includes baked potato or fries,
FREE
soup and bread.
DRINK ! Coupon Good Tuts Fob. 19 j
WITH
4 9:30P.M. Only
[COUPON
'. Waal
|gj|bUUrur». i
Bring this coupon.
coupon
j

RIBEYE •!«

BONANZA

Off

VI^J,^

Any 18" pizza.
One coupon par pizza
Expires 3/9/80
Fail, Fraa Dalhrary
119 S. Collins
TT«4
Phona:

Mon thru Sat. 10 to 9
San. 1 30 to 5 30

tssfiits&srjs'* oo^«,«

UaJvantty Shopping Center

S V^JRKJSOfT DBIMIt

Discover Our
New Salad Bar
"Tho Komi You Askod For. . .Wo Now Havo Thorn'

/

Pf 14/Voi. M/No. 21
Tfc» EMM Pragraa
ThnAy, Faknary 14.1M0

Indian professor criticizes
U.S. foreign policy
what happens in the country will
depend upon how strongly the rebel
Afghanistan-, try to repell the Soviet
forces in the country, he explained.
Halan said that US. apathy towards
Afghanistan in the past may have been
a factor in the Soviet invasion, with the
Russians showing their influence in the
country for the past 200 years while the
U S has ignored the country
' 'The Soviet Union was moving with a
well defined plan for over the past two
centuries." he said
Halan is currently on a one-year
fellowship in the U.S. for research on
how depressed areas of the country are
being developed through the use of
selective investments by the government
According to Halan. the IS has lost
face internationally through deserting
its friends He said Taiwan and Iran are
two examples of the U S deserting its
tnends "If you are a friend, you help
lhaf country when it is in trouble." he
said
Halan continued, saying that "it is
still not clear what objectives the
I'nited States wants to achieve through
foreign
policy one
time
you
i America! say you want to support the
free world then supply repressive
governments with arms
"The United States has been sup
porting countries who use new military
power to suppress their own people." he
said
"Soviet Russia has always been
successful in controlling other countries If it i Russia' threatens, it is
heard "
The t S has failed in attempts to
control other countries. Halan added
He noted the invasion of Cuba and
Vietnam as examples
Halan said the U S should be mor^.
cautious in its dealings with China "We
seldom realize how bad a friend China

Rv UK \\ HOI.T
< It} Kditor

Dr Yogesh C Halan. a professor at
the University of Deli. India, criticized
the t'nited States for its foreiffi policy
and also predicted the hostage crisis in
Iran will soon end
Halan. speaking Feb 6 before the
l'niversity"s Council on International
Relations and I'nited Nations Affairs
(C1RUNA). said that the US has been
nearsighted in formulating its foreign
policy, while the Soviet Union has
planned foreign policy actions over
longer periods of time.
"The Soviets have been looking 50
years ahead." he said, adding that the
U.S. has only been looking five to 10
years ahead in its policy decisions.
Hulan said that he feels the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan is part of a plan
to secure oil fields in the Middle East.
'They i the Soviets > have their eyes on
ml fields elsewhere." he said
Kussia has. through its foreign
policy, gained the sympathy of third
world countries, he explained By
supplying aid to the third world without
attaching strings, such as human rights
requirements, the Soviets have to
become "a good nation to sell to
developing nations." H.i'an added
Halan said that while the US has
provided aid to third world countries,
further restrictions were placed on
those governments to which the aid
packages were sent
"The Soviet Union has been, third
world countries feel, a better friend
ithan the U S I. he said
While the world faces crisis which
Halan said are similar to conditions
found before World War II. both the
Iranian and Afghan problems will be
resolved without the world entering into
global conflict. Halan remarked
With the election of a new Iranian
president. Abolhassan Banisadr. Halan
told the CIRUNA group that he feels the
hostages will soon be released. Halan
also predicted that the Iranian
government, for fear of being toppled
by the Soviet I'nion. will try to become
ailies with the U S
The Afghanistan crisis may take
yean to solve. Halan said Much of

can be."
The Chinese believe they are born to
control Asia and they "will never be
confined" to their present territory,
according to Halan.
Concerning India. Halan said that the
strategic importance of the country haa
long been ignored by the U.S. While the
U S.'s share of assistance to India haa
been declining, the Soviet Union haa
been devoting more attention to the
country he said.
Russia began to take interest in India
when problems between India and
(hina began developing, he added.
Halan said that India needs the
assistance of foreign powers to build up
its economy, but at the same time, the
country should remain neutral and not
allign itself with any foreign power.
Resides economic development. India
also needs to control its birth rate and
raise the standard of living for its
people, he said
CurrenUy India has640 million people
and a population growth rate of 2.1
percent per year It is hoped, he said,
that the population growth rate will be
down to 1 5 percent annually by the end
erf this century
Ralph Pretty, an instructor in the
University political science department, responded to Halan's remarks in
part and said. "I see great consistency
in
U S.
policy.
I
don't
see
aimlessness. I see a great deal of
success in American foreign policy."
India, he said, has received U.S.
assistance in developing itself. As for
the need for India to remain neutral in
world affairs. Pretty answered. "I'm
not sure we need another Switzerland "
In reply to Halan's comments concerning U S aid abroad. Fretty said
thai programs, such as the Marshall
Plan, helped to revitalize foreign
countries and return them to prosperity
following World War II

Publicity writing course set
Possibly you can write a better news
release than this one If not. and if you
have to prepare news releases about
your club, you need to take a course in
the University's special interest series
"Writing News Releases For Clubs and
organizations." beginning March 19
The non-credit course will he taught
by I)r Ron Wolfe, instructor of mass

communications and adviser to The
Kaslern Progress, student newspaper
The study is designed to teach clubs'
publicity officers how to prepare and
place news and feature stories. To
register in this special course for
community education, call Alice
Brown, Division of Special Programs.
H22-I444

Snow job
Although the snow had stopped, problems such as cleaning
the white stuff off cars had just begun Barry Teater. a
sophomore broadcasting major from Nicholasville. scraped

the snow and ice from a car in Alumni Coliseum earlier
before leaving for home last weekend. (photo by Will MaasfieM)

Planetarium tenth largest in U.S.
(Cont. from peg* on*)
how they can use it to supplement their
classes The director said he feels they
can handle four or five classes a day
The planetarium will then be open to
public schools within a service area,
from which they have already received
inquiries and begin public programs
for the community The planetarium
will be used for entertaining as well as
educating the public
Putting together public programs
takes alot of work, according to Fletcher, two to three months per program
But he hopes to be able to have four or
five a year Programs can be stored,
edited and revised and the number can

be built up each year
"I'm interested in improving the
scientific literacy of people," emphaaiked Fletcher
"Through the
planetarium we can bring people to
look at science with a more critical eye
to make better judgments on sciencerelated subjects that come out "

"Science is not a mystical thing,
though to many it is because they don't
understand it." he added
"And
astronomy, in many cases, is a very
abstract idea."
The planetarium is a "multi-media
presentation with most of its basis
being in astronomy." according to

Fletcher The staff and facilities will be
utilized to work towards developing
these presentations

Fletcher expects in time students will
be able to work in the planetarium,
"maybe not paid, but there are alot of
jobs and they are more than welcome"
Fletcher knows that working in a
planetarium takes experience since he
learned himself, through working at
various ones. He began as a student
assistant in a local planetarium while
an undergraduate at the University of
Virginia in 1964 and has been working
as an assistant or director of a
planetarium ever since.

UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES
Admission '1

J^CKHOIOLSOn
IN/,

Presented in the Ferrell Room,
Combs Building
Seven Nights Per Week

Thurs.
Feb.14
7:00 & 9:00
i*>* V«.*mOM*! P«l**n I »pc,*t«n AD SfMH Ri

A PROVOCATIVE,
SHREWDLY MADE
SHOCKER!
I0MMA

*•<,-■ • t I ■ . "••-.

Fridav

HENRY WINKLER
is

Feb.15
8:00 & 10

1

Tues. & Wed.
February 19 & 20
oummtiMirnvma

CHARLES
BRONSON

7:00 & 9:00

MK H Al I WINNU ■ -

EKU Centerboard Presents
"An Evening With Rodgers
and Hammerstein"

DEATH WISH"
A ntm coflwdu thrflsr
from the owokors of

*ca.
gf,»,ili"
JWVW jCnKjK.

Tuesday. Feb. 26 - 8:00

GokfleHown
Chevy Chose

FREE ADMISSION

fbulRoi|
Sat., Sun. & Mon.
February 16, 17, 18

7:00 & 9:00

MIDNIGHT MOVIES
■•
Thurs. & Fri.
Feb. 21 & 22
7:00 & 9:30

February 15
Friday

'DEATH WISH"

FOUIR04
February 16
Saturday

FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL 622-3855

AUDITIONS

For Talent Showcase

Wednesday 5-7
Kennamer Room
Powell Building
To Schedule Audition

CALL 1009
All Talent Welcome.

